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Chapter 1
Basel II Basics

Basel II – Key Concepts
Overview
 Original version of Basel II Accord sought to eliminate “regulatory capital arbitrage” available under
Basel I by aligning regulatory capital more closely with risk
 However, 2007-2009 credit crisis showed that Basel II Accord and CRD gave undue benefit to some
risks and failed adequately to address other risks:
 originate-to-distribute model too loosely regulated
 certain risk weights for off-balance sheet liquidity commitments remained too low
 trading book (with lower capital charges) used for certain illiquid exposures, with VaR and market risk
models failing to capture full risks of such positions
 disclosure of off-balance sheet structured funding activities too limited

 Recently proposed amendments to Basel II Accord and CRD, and recently enacted changes to CRD,
will address certain perceived “failings” of Basel II Accord and CRD
 Overall effect: increase materially required regulatory capital held by banks and increase materially
public disclosure by banks of structured funding activities
 Genuine issue: whether new capital and disclosure requirements are realistic, or whether regulators
have over-reacted to complex circumstances underlying the 2007-2009 credit crisis
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Basel II – Key Concepts
Impact on Banks
Basel II Accord and CRD will affect bank behaviour materially:
 Risk management: Banks motivated to adopt more sophisticated risk management systems in order
to qualify for the lower capital afforded to Advanced IRB Banks
 Balance sheet: Banks motivated in current environment to reduce overall risk weighted assets:
 Required regulatory capital increasing in many areas – whether due to ratings migrating on banking
book assets, proposed changes to trading book capital charges or otherwise
 Necessary additional capital-raising difficult and expensive in aftermath of 2007-2009 credit crisis
 Greatest reductions in regulatory capital available via banks divesting (or creating and then divesting)
junior risk positions in banking book exposures

 Off-balance sheet structured funding activities: Banks motivated to reduce off-balance sheet funding
activities:
 Will become more difficult to achieve economically due to proposed increases in re-securitisation risk
weights
 Will be subject to materially enhanced public disclosure of banks’ commitments to structured finance
vehicles
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Introduction

 In effect since 1988

Basel I

Basel II introduced to:

 Very simple in application
 Easy to achieve significant capital
reduction with little or no risk transfer

 combat regulatory arbitrage
 improve bank risk management

 Complex and risk sensitive

Basel II

 Treats exposures very unequally
depending on exposure characteristics
 Treats banks very unequally
depending on sophistication of risk
management systems
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Has profoundly altered bank
behaviour and will continue to do so

Basel I – Capital Charges
Risk weights
 OECD sovereigns: 0%
 OECD banks: 20%
 Residential mortgages: 50%
 Synthetic: 20% super-senior, 0% cash-collateralised mezzanine, deduction or 100% first loss (with
national variations)
 Unfunded commitments under one year: 0%
 Unfunded commitments over one year: 50%
 Everything else: 100%

Sample capital calculation
 €100 million corporate exposure
 100% risk weight = €100 million risk weighted assets (RWA)
 Capital charge = Capital = 8% minimum
RWA
 Capital charge: €8 million
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Basel II – Scope of Application
Banks

Insurance entities

 Applied on consolidated basis to internationally
active banks (¶ 20)
 All banking and other financial activities
(whether or not regulated) captured through
consolidation (¶ 24)
 Financial activities do not include insurance (¶
24, fn. 6)
 Majority-owned subsidiaries not consolidated:
deduct equity and capital investments (¶ 27)
 Significant minority investments without
control: deduct equity and capital investments
(¶ 28)
 Deduction of investments 50% from tier 1 and
50% from tier 2 capital (¶ 37)

 Generally, banks must deduct equity and
other capital investments held in insurance
subsidiaries (¶ 30)
 However, some G10 countries will retain
current risk weighting treatment (100% for
standardised banks) for competitiveness
reasons (¶ 31)
 Supervisors may permit recognition by bank
of excess capital invested in insurance
subsidiary over required amount (¶ 33)

Commercial entities
 Generally, banks must deduct “significant
investments” in commercial entities above
materiality thresholds (¶ 35)
 “Significant investments” in commercial
entities below materiality thresholds carry
risk weight of 100% (¶ 36)

 But CRD applies to solo entities as well as
groups, and to investment firms
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Basel II – Types of Banks

Standardised

 Measure credit risk pursuant to fixed risk weights based on external credit
assessments (ratings)
 Least sophisticated capital calculations; least differentiation in required capital
between safer and riskier credits
 generally highest capital burdens

Foundation IRB

 Measure credit risk using sophisticated formulas using internally determined inputs of
probability of default (PD) and inputs fixed by regulators of loss given default (LGD),
exposure at default (EAD) and maturity (M).
 More risk sensitive capital requirements; more differentiation in required capital
between safer and riskier credits

Advanced IRB

 Measure credit risk using sophisticated formulas and internally determined inputs of
PD, LGD, EAD and M
 Most risk-sensitive (although not always lowest) capital requirements; most
differentiation in required capital between safer and riskier credits
 Transition to Advanced IRB status only with robust internal risk management systems
and data

Under
UnderBasel
BaselII,II,banks
bankshave
havestrong
strongincentive
incentiveto
tomove
moveto
toIRB
IRBstatus
statusby
byimproving
improvingrisk
risk
management
systems,
thereby
reducing
required
total
regulatory
management systems, thereby reducing required total regulatorycapital
capital
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Basel II – Implementation and Timing
Basel II Accord

Capital Requirements Directive (CRD)

 “International Convergence of Capital Measurement
and Capital Standards” originally published by BIS
Committee June 2004
 Current version published June 2006 combining
original June 2004 Accord, provisions in 1988 Basel I
Accord remaining unchanged, 1996 Market Risks
Amendment (specifying trading book capital charges)
and 2005 rules regarding double-default
 In effect from 1/1/2007 for standardised and
foundation IRB banks (¶ 2); in effect from 1/1/2008
for advanced IRB banks (¶ 2)
 Transition period (with minimum capital charges) for
IRB banks ending 31 December 2009 (¶¶ 45-49)
 BIS Committee proposed amendments to Accord in
January 2009, to become effective from end 2010

 Directive 2006/48/EC and Directive 2006/49/EC
adopted June 2006
 Implements Basel II within EU; Member States
required to adopt national legislation
implementing CRD
 Must be implemented and in effect from 1
January 2007 for standardised banks and most
IRB bank rules
 In effect from 1 January 2008 for certain
advanced IRB bank rules
 Generally mirrors Basel II, but varies in material
respects (some highlights summarised below)
 EU Parliament approved amendments to CRD
in May 2009, to become effective from 31
December 2010

Unless
Unlessotherwise
otherwiseindicated,
indicated,all
allreferences
referencestotoparagraph
paragraphnumbers
numbersininthese
these
materials
refer
to
paragraphs
in
the
June
2006
Basel
II
Accord
materials refer to paragraphs in the June 2006 Basel II Accord
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Transition Period (IRB Banks only)

2007

IRB capital requirements for credit risk, operational risk and market risk may not fall below
95% of the current minimum required for credit and market risks (¶ 46) (applicable only to
Foundation IRB, as Advanced IRB not introduced until 2008)

2008

IRB capital requirements for credit risk, operational risk and market risk
may not fall below 90% of the current minimum required for credit and
market risks (¶ 46)

2009

IRB capital requirements for credit risk, operational risk
and market risk may not fall below 80% of the current
minimum required for credit and market risks (¶ 46)

2010
and after

15

BIS Committee and/or national supervisors
may extend floor if warranted (¶ 48)

Basel II – Three Pillars

Pillar I

Regulatory Capital Charges: Minimum capital requirements based on market, credit and
operational risk to (a) reduce risk of failure by cushioning against losses and (b) provide
continuing access to financial markets to meet liquidity needs, and (c) provide incentives
for prudent risk management (¶¶ 40-718)

Pillar II

Supervision: Qualitative supervision by regulators of internal bank risk control and
capital assessment process (¶¶ 719-807), including ability to require banks to hold more
capital than required under Pillar I

Pillar III

Market Discipline: New public disclosure requirements to compel improved bank risk
management (¶¶ 808-826)
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Basel II – Components of Regulatory Capital
Credit risk charges (¶¶ 40-643)
 Revised
 To ensure capital charges are more sensitive to risks of exposures in banking book
 Enhancements to counterparty risk charges also applicable to trading book

Operational risk charges (¶¶ 644-683)
 New
 To require capital for operating risks (fraud, legal, documentation, etc.)

Market risk charges (¶¶ 684-718)
 Initially unchanged; January 2009 BIS Committee consultation paper proposes material
changes and floors
 Definition of trading book slightly amended
 Originally in 1996 Market Risk Amendment (MRA); now incorporated into June 2006
Accord text
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Basel II – Types of Eligible Capital and Provisions
Definition of eligible regulatory capital
 Generally unchanged (¶ 41)
 CRD being changed to permit dated hybrid capital instruments; CRD to change limits on
certain hybrid capital instruments modified (See Annex A)
 CRD also being changed to treat large exposures differently (See Annex B)

Treatment of provisions
 Standardised approach: general provisions can be included in tier 2 capital up to limit of
1.25% of risk-weighted assets (¶ 42)
 IRB approach:
 Securitisation and certain equity exposures: expected loss (EL) amount must be deducted from
capital (¶ 43)
 Other exposures: bank must compare total eligible provisions against total EL amount and
deduct any excess EL amount over eligible provisions (excess of provisions over EL amount
may be added to tier 2 capital up to maximum of 0.60% of risk-weighted assets (¶ 43, ¶¶ 374386)

Scaling Factor
 Scaling factor of 1.06 (subject to recalibration) introduced to ensure same aggregate amount
of capital to remain in banking system following Basel II adoption (¶ 44, fn. 11)
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Criteria for Recognition of External Ratings

Recognition

External credit assessment institution (ECAI)(rating agency) must be recognised/approved
by national supervisor on basis of objectivity, independence, transparency, disclosure,
resources and credibility (¶ 91)

Multiple
ratings

If two assessments, higher risk weight applied (¶ 97)
If three or more assessments, two lowest risk weights referred to and higher of those two
applied (¶ 98)

Assessment

Ratings assessment must take into account entire exposure (principal only ratings will not
qualify) (¶ 100)

CRM

Solicited

Credit risk mitigation (CRM) not recognised if taken into account in rating (¶ 101)

Subject to national discretion, unsolicited ratings not recognised (¶ 108)
19

Chapter 2
Basel II Capital Charges (Pillar 1)

Basel II – Sample Bank

Asset Class

Assumptions:
 Using inputs of
average rating agency
values for PD, LGD of
45%, supervisory
value for EAD and M
of 2.5.

Rating

Sovereigns
Banks
Corporates
Residential Mortgage
Hedge Funds
SME
ABS

PD RW FIRB

AA
A+
BBB

0.0095%
0.0531%
0.3158%
0.5000%

BB
AA

1.8347%
0.0095%

7%
20%
56%
35%
370%
87%
15%

 To provide quantitative examples for capital charges we introduce a sample bank which holds
investments in seven different asset classes
 The sample bank determines risk weights using the Foundation IRB approach across asset
classes
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Basel II – Sovereign Capital Charges
Sovereigns – In a Nutshell
Basel I

Basel II

Type of
Sovereign

Risk Weight

OECD

0%

AA- or
above

0%

Poland

40%

A2/A-

nonOECD

100%

A

20%

Russia

49%

Baa1/BBB

BBB

50%

Turkey

125%

Ba3/BB-

BB+ to
B-

100%

Bulgaria

68%

Baa3/BBB

below B-

150%

Czech Republic

20%

A1/A

unrated

100%

Hungary

49%

Baa1/BBB-

Winners
Winners

non-OECD rated above
non-OECD rated above
BB+
BB+
 Examples: Chile, China,
 Examples: Chile, China,
Thailand
Thailand





*

Losers
Losers

OECD rated below AAOECD rated below AA Examples: Czech
 Examples: Czech
Republic, Greece,
Republic, Greece,
Hungary, Mexico, Turkey
Hungary, Mexico, Turkey


Sample est. FIRB bank risk weights* Rating

Country

External Rating

Standardised bank risk weights
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Using inputs of average rating agency
values for PD, LGD of 45%,
supervisory value for EAD and M of
2.5. Foreign Currency Moody’s
Ratings as of June 2009 are applied.

Basel II – Sovereign Capital Charges
Sovereigns – Standardised Banks (¶¶ 53-59)
 Risk weights for sovereign exposures:
Rating

AAA to AA-

A+ to A-

BBB+ to
BBB-

BB+ to B-

Below B-

Unrated

Risk Weight

0%

20%

50%

100%

150%

100%

 Risk weights may also be based on ECA risk scores
 Claims on non-central government public sector entities based on corporate exposure risk weights
 Claims on multilateral development banks have 0% risk weight if conditions are met, including: (i)
majority of MDB’s ratings are AAA, (ii) significant portion of shareholders are AA- or better rated
sovereigns, (iii) funding is in form of paid-in equity with little or no leverage, and (iv) conservative lending
criteria
 At national discretion, lower risk weight for banks’ exposures to their sovereign (or central bank) in
domestic currency; if adopted, other regulators may permit same risk weight
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Basel II – Sovereign Capital Charges
Sovereigns – IRB Banks (¶¶ 270-272)
 Formula for exposure not in default:
Correlation (R) =

0.12 × (1 – EXP (-50 × PD)) / (1 – EXP (-50)) +
0.24 × [1 - (1 - EXP(-50 × PD))/(1 - EXP(-50))]

Maturity adjustment (b) =

(0.11852 – 0.05478 × ln (PD))^2

Capital requirement (K) =

[LGD × N [(1 - R)^-0.5 × G (PD) + (R / (1 - R))^0.5 × G
(0.999)] – PD x LGD] x (1 - 1.5 x b)^ -1 × (1 + (M - 2.5) × b)

Risk-weighted assets (RWA) =

K x 12.5 x EAD

 Capital requirement for defaulted exposure equals greater of zero and difference between exposure’s LGD
and bank’s best estimate of loss
 Input characteristics (applicable to all types of exposures) (¶¶ 285-325):
 PD
 LGD:
 FIRB: 45% (senior)/75% (subordinated); adjusted (LGD* = LGD x (E* / E) for CRM recognition
 AIRB: own estimates; adjusted for CRM recognition

 EAD: not less than sum of (a) amount by which bank capital would reduce if exposure written-off fully
and (b) specific provisions and partial write-offs
 M: 2.5 years for FIRB (6 months for repos); own est. for AIRB for each exposure; max. 5 years
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Basel II – Bank Capital Charges
Banks – In a Nutshell
Basel I

Basel II

Risk Weight

OECD

20%

AA- or
above

20%

20%

AA- or
above

14%

nonOECD

100%

A+ to A-

50%

50%

A+ to A-

20% - 40%

100%

50%

BBB+ to
BBB-

49% - 68%

100%

100%

BB+ to B-

91% - 202%

below B-

150%

150%

below B-

228% - 245%

unrated

100%

50%

Unrated**

NA

BBB+ to
BBBBB+ to
B-

Standardised
Option 2

FIRB est. risk weights*

External Rating

Standardised
Option 1

External Rating

Type of
Bank

*

Winners
Winners

non-OECD rated above
non-OECD rated above
BB+ under Option 2
BB+ under Option 2
 Examples: May Bank,
 Examples: May Bank,
Public Bank Berhad
Public Bank Berhad





Losers
Losers

OECD rated A or below
OECD rated A or below
under either option
under either option
 Examples: Bradesco
 Examples: Bradesco




Using inputs of average rating agency
values for PD, LGD of 45%,
supervisory value for EAD and M of
2.5. Ratings as of June 2009

** Internal PD estimate to be applied
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Basel II – Bank Capital Charges
Banks – Standardised Banks (¶¶ 60-65)
2 options, selected by national regulator to apply for all banks in jurisdiction:
 Option 1: Banks risk weighted one category below risk weights of banks’ sovereigns:
Rating

AAA to AA-

A+ to A-

BBB+ to
BBB-

BB+ to B-

Below B-

Unrated

Risk Weight

20%

50%

100%

100%

150%

100%

 Option 2: At national discretion, banks risk weighted on basis of own external ratings (plus more
favourable risk weight if claim maturity < 3 months)
Rating

AAA to AA-

A+ to A-

BBB+ to
BBB-

BB+ to B-

Below B-

Unrated

Risk Weight

20%

50%

50%

100%

150%

50%

 Local currency reduction: National regulators may reduce by one notch risk weight of local currency bank
debt having maturity of less than 3 months, subject to floor of 20%
 Exposures to securities firms treated as bank claims if regulatory arrangements comparable
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Basel II – Bank Capital Charges
Banks – IRB Banks (¶¶ 270-272)
 Formulas for bank exposures same as for sovereign exposures, but with floor for PD of 0.03%
 Effective floor of 16 to 48 basis points for highest quality credits (depending on maturity
assumption:) under Advanced IRB
 Generally, PD for high-quality bank debt will be below 0.03% floor (so floor must be used)
 More realistic 10% LGD for Advanced IRB bank (rather than 45% supervisor-imposed LGD for
Foundation IRB banks) results in significant capital reductions
 Compare to 56 basis point floor for highest quality ABS
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Basel II – Corporate Capital Charges
Corporates – In a Nutshell
Basel I
Standardised
Option 1

100%

Standardised
Option 2

FIRB est. risk weights*

AA- or
above

20%

100%

AA- or
above

14%

A

50%

100%

A

20% - 40%

100%

100%

BBB

49% - 68%

150%

100%

BB+ to B-

91% - 202%

100%

100%

below B-

228% - 243%

Unrated**

NA

BBB+ to
BBbelow
BBunrated

External Rating

External Rating

Risk
Weight

Basel II

*

Winners
Winners




Corporates rated above
Corporates rated above
BBB+
BBB+

Losers
Losers




Corporates rated below
Corporates rated below
BBBB-

Using inputs of rating agency values
for PD, LGD of 45%, supervisory value
for EAD and M of 2.5.

** Internal PD estimate to be applied
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Basel II – Corporate Capital Charges
Corporates – Standardised Banks (¶¶ 66-68)
2 options, selected by national regulator to apply for all banks in jurisdiction:
 Option 1: Corporates risk weighted as set out in following chart (supervisory authority to increase 100%
risk weight for unrated corporates where warranted by higher default rates):

Rating

AAA to AA-

A+ to A-

BBB+ to BB-

Below BB-

Unrated

Risk Weight

20%

50%

100%

150%

100%

 Option 2: At national discretion, all corporates risk weighted at 100% without regard to external ratings
 SME Adjustment: 75% risk weight for unrated SME if exposure under €1 million and either treated by
bank as retail or guaranteed by individual
 Includes claims on insurance companies
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Basel II – Corporate Capital Charges
Corporates – IRB Banks (¶¶ 270-274)
 Formulas for corporate exposures same as for bank exposures, including floor for PD of 0.03%
 SME Adjustment for firms setting total annual sales (S) at €50 million or less and €5 million or more:
Correlation (R) =

0.12 × (1 – EXP (-50 × PD)) / (1 – EXP (-50)) +
0.24 × [1 - (1 - EXP(-50 × PD))/(1 - EXP(-50))] – 0.04 × (1 – (S-5)/45)

 Subject to national discretion, supervisors may allow banks to substitute total assets for total sales
 SME adjustment generates approx. 20% reduction in risk weights (depending upon original
creditworthiness)

 Effective floor of 14% risk weighting for foundation IRB banks due to minimum PD of 0.03% representing
a capital charge of 112 bps
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Basel II – Corporate Capital Charges
Corporates – Comparison of Risk Weights
Risk Weights
0%

50%

100%

150%

200%

250%

300%

Assumptions:
 Using inputs of
average rating agency
values for PD, LGD of
45%, supervisory
value for EAD and M
of 2.5.

AAA
AA+
AA
AAA+
A
ABBB+
BBB
BBBBB+
BB
BBB+
B
BCCC+
CCC

Basel I
Basel II - Standardised Approach
Basel II - FIRB Approach

Sample Bank

 Basel I was a framework built around exposure type (100% risk weight for corporates, 20% for banks, 0% for OECD
sovereigns). Basel II focuses on the risk of exposure using rating as a proxy for risk
 The transition from Basel I to Basel II implies lower capital on high-rated exposures and higher capital on low-rated
exposures
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Basel II – Corporate Capital Charges
Corporates – Effect of Changing LGD on Risk Weights under AIRB
Assumptions:

500%

 Using inputs of
average rating agency
values for PD,
supervisory value for
EAD and M of 2.5.

450%
400%

300%
250%
200%
150%
100%
50%
80.0%

Rating

32

C

CCC-

B

BB-

BB+

BBB

A-

A+

5%

AA

30.0%

AAA

LGD

CCC+

0%

55.0%

Risk weights

350%

 Banks using the advanced
approach rely on own
estimates of LGD
 Typically, LGD estimates
increase with rating
downgrades
 Due to this relationship the
capital requirements of
advanced banks are
particularly exposed to
worsening credit
environment

Basel II – Corporate Capital Charges
Corporates – Recovery Rates
Recently recovery rates turned out to be lower than expected and will impact LGD assumptions of AIRB Banks
Average Recovery Rate
Company

Default Event

12/01/08

Date

Hawaiian Telecom

Chapter 11

Total Amount

12/01/08
12/08/08

Pilgrim's Pride
Tribune

Chapter 11
Chapter 11

12/30/08

Constar International

Prepackaged Ch 11

01/06/09

Equistar Chemicals

Chapter 11

01/06/09

Lyondell Chemical

01/06/09

Millenium America

01/09/09
01/09/09

Sector

Secured

Unsecured

$500 Telecom
$657 Consumer, Non-cyclical
$2,519 Telecom

3.9
4.1

17.7
2.5

$395 Industrial

62.8

2.0

$150 Basic Materials

32.0

Chapter 11

$325 Basic Materials

20.6

Chapter 11

$241 Basic Materials

Merisant Co.
Merisant Worldwide

Chapter 11
Chapter 11

$225 Consumer, Non-cyclical
$136 Consumer, Non-cyclical

10.0
0.1

01/12/09

Tronox Worldwide

Chapter 11

$350 Basic Materials

11.5

01/14/09

Nortel Networks

Chapter 11

$3,825 Telecom

12.2

01/26/09
02/03/09

Smurfit-Stone Container
Spectrum Brands

Chapter 11
Prepackaged Ch 11

$2,275 Industrial
$1,050 Consumer, Non-cyclical

9.5
21.5

02/11/09

Pliant Corporation

Chapter 11

$546 Industrial

02/12/09

Aleris International

Chapter 11

$1,000 Industrial

02/13/09

Young Broadcasting

Chapter 11

$484 Telecom

02/17/09

Trump Entertainment Resorts Holdings

Chapter 11

$1,250 Telecom

03/18/09

Great Lakes Chemical Corp.

Chapter 11

$370 Basic Materials

03/18/09

Chemtura Corporation

Chapter 11

$650 Basic Materials

03/27/09

Charter Communications Holdings

Prepackaged Ch 11

$443 Telecom

03/31/09

Idearc, Inc.

Chapter 11

6.0

24.2
0.0
0.0
8.8
18.3
45.0
1.0

$2,850 Telecom
Dec - Mar Dollar weighted average recovery rate
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0.6
2.0

15.4

9.0

Basel II – Corporate Capital Charges
Corporates – Recovery Rates
Risk Weights for changing LGD assumptions
(Sample Bank: BBB Corporates)
Assumptions:
 Using inputs of
average rating agency
values for PD,
supervisory value for
EAD and M of 2.5.

Isolating the LGD parameter
yields a linear relationship
between LGD and Risk Weights.
However, advanced IRB banks
are likely to adapt internal ratings
based on changing LGD
assumptions which will in turn
affect PDs.

120%
Risk Weigths*

Note:

140%
* All others being equal

LGD implied by current recovery
rates

100%
80%

~2x RW with implied LGD

LGD assumption for
unsecured claims under
foundation approach

60%

LGD assumption implied by
difference between assumed
and realized recovery rate

40%
20%
0%
10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

LGD

 Applying a LGD based on recovery rates from early 2009 (see previous page) produces a risk weight under the
advanced approach which is almost twice as high as compared to that under the foundation approach
 It shows that in an environment like the credit crisis from 2007 to 2009 using the advanced as opposed to the
foundation approach may be detrimental to a bank’s capital requirements
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Basel II – Corporate Capital Charges
Corporates – Rating Migration
Risk Weights: Today vs. 1y-Forecast
Assumptions:

 Forecasted ratings
based on Moody’s
Global 1 Year Rating
Migration Rates
Forecast Ending
February 2010

120%
100.0% 100.8%

100%
Risk Weights

 Using inputs of
average rating agency
values for PD, LGD of
45%, supervisory
value for EAD and M
of 2.5.

85.9%
+30.1%

80%
60%

50.0%

55.8%

50.1%
+17.6%

40%

38.0%

20.4%

20%
0%
Today

Frcst

Today

Std

Frcts

FIRB
Banks (A+)

Today

Frcst

Std

Today

Frcts

FIRB

Corporates (BBB)

 In general, risk weights are more sensitive to ratings under the IRB approach than under the standardised
approach
 As a result, the anticipated rating migrations should have a much greater impact on the regulatory capital
requirements of IFB banks compared to standardised banks
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Basel II – Retail Capital Charges
Retail – In a Nutshell
Basel I
Risk
Weight

Basel II
100%

Standardised bank risk weights
Generally
Default

FIRB est. risk weights*

75% if conditions met

Credit cards

70% - 110%**

From 150% to 50% depending on
level of specific provisions
against exposure

Other Retail

60% - 90%***

*

PD and LGD inputs provided by bank
(¶ 331); PD floor at 0.03%

** Using PD of 3% and LGD of 80% and
PD of 5% and LGD of 90%,
respectively
*** Using PD of 5% and LGDs of 40% and
60%, respectively
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Basel II – Retail Capital Charges
Retail – Standardised Banks (¶¶ 69-71)
Generally
 75% risk weight if:
 Exposure to individual or small business
 Exposure takes form of revolving credit, line of credit, personal loan, lease, or small business facility
(mortgage loan excluded to extent otherwise covered (see below))
 Portfolio diversified (granular); Basel II accord suggests no aggregate exposure to any one counterparty
should exceed 0.2% of overall portfolio
 Maximum aggregate counterparty exposure €1 million or less

 Effective floor of 600 basis points

Past Due
 Unsecured portion of exposure past due for more than 90 days, net of specific provisions, risk weighted
as follows:
 150% when specific provisions less than 20% of outstanding amount of exposure
 100% when specific provisions 20% or more of outstanding amount of exposure
 100% when the specific provisions 50% or more of outstanding amount of exposure, with supervisory
discretion to reduce risk weight to 50% in such case
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Basel II – Retail Capital Charges
Retail – IRB Banks (¶¶ 326-338)
 Formula for qualifying revolving retail exposure not in default:
Correlation (R) =

0.04

Capital requirement (K) =

LGD × N[(1 - R)^-0.5 × G(PD) + (R / (1 - R))^0.5 × G (0.999)] – PD × LGD

Risk-weighted assets (RWA) =

K x 12.5 x EAD

 Formula for other retail exposure not in default:
Correlation (R) =

0.03 × (1 – EXP (-35 × PD)) / (1 – EXP (-35)) + 0.16 × [1 - (1 - EXP(-35 ×
PD))/(1 - EXP(-35))]

Capital requirement (K) =

LGD × N[(1 - R)^-0.5 × G(PD) + (R / (1 - R))^0.5 × G (0.999)] – PD × LGD

Risk-weighted assets (RWA) =

K x 12.5 x EAD

 When only drawn balances securitised, bank must hold required capital against unfunded
commitment
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Basel II – Real Estate Capital Charges
Real Estate – In a Nutshell
Basel I

Basel II

Type of
Exposure

Risk Weight

Residential

50%

Residential

35%*

Residential

Commercial

100%

Commercial

100%**

Commercial

Standardised bank risk weights

*

Subject to conditions

** Reduced 50% risk weight possible,
subject to performance criteria
conditions that will likely be difficult to
satisfy (¶ 74, fn. 29)
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FIRB est. risk weights
10% - 50%***
20% - 90%****
*** Using PD of 1% and LGD of 10%
and PD of 2% and LGD of 25%
**** Using PD range of 0.07% and 2.1%
and LGD of 35%

Basel II – Real Estate Capital Charges
Real Estate – Standardised Banks
Residential Real Estate (¶¶ 72-73)
 35% risk weight for exposures fully secured by mortgages on residential property occupied by the
borrower or rented
 Strict prudential criteria (including loan to value ratios) determined by national regulators
 Supervisors may require increased risk weight if data warrant
 Effective floor of 280 basis points

Commercial Real Estate (¶ 74)
 Generally 100% risk weight, given experience in numerous countries with troubled credits over the past
few decades
 However, 50% risk weight possible in certain markets if (among other conditions): (i) tranche not greater
than lower of 50% of market value and 60% of mortgage lending value, (ii) losses on tranche do not
exceed 0.3% in any year, and (iii) overall losses from commercial real estate in relevant market do not
exceed 0.5% in any year
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Basel II – Real Estate Capital Charges
Real Estate – IRB Banks
 Residential Mortgages – Formula for exposure not in default (¶¶ 327-328):
Correlation (R) =

0.15

Capital requirement (K) =

LGD × N[(1 - R)^-0.5 × G(PD) + (R / (1 - R))^0.5 × G (0.999)] – PD × LGD

Risk-weighted assets (RWA) =

K x 12.5 x EAD

 High volatility commercial real estate (HVCRE) (¶¶ 280-284):
Supervisory Rating

Strong

Good

Satisfactory

Weak

Default

Risk Weight

95%

120%

140%

250%

0%

 At national discretion, banks may assign preferential risk weights of 70% to “strong” and 95% to
“good” where maturity is less than 2.5 years or supervisor determines bank’s underwriting criteria and
other risk characteristics are substantially stronger
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Basel II – Real Estate Capital Charges (CRD)
However,
However,capital
capitalcharges
chargesfor
forreal
realestate
estateexposures
exposuresare
aretreated
treateddifferently
differentlyunder
underCRD
CRD

Standardised Banks
 Commercial mortgages “fully and completely” secured by mortgages on offices or other commercial
premises may be assigned risk weight of 50%:
 at discretion of national authorities, and
 subject to certain conditions, such as exposure not exceeding 50% of lower of market value or lending
value of property and property value not being materially dependent on creditworthiness of obligor
 100% risk weight on other commercial mortgages

IRB Banks
 Generally, real estate exposures are determined under the rules for exposures to corporates (where, as
usual, the obligor is a company)
 As an exception, risk weights for retail exposures secured by real estate are determined pursuant to the
corporate exposure formula, but with a correlation assumption (R) of 0.15 instead of R determined pursuant
to the corporate formula
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Basel II – Covered Bond Capital Charges
Covered Bonds – In a Nutshell
Basel I (CRD)

*

Basel II (CRD)

Type of
Exposure
UCITS
qualifying

EU Risk
Weight

Exceptions*

20%

10%

Italy, Portugal, Sweden, UK

FIRB est. risk weights***

Standardised bank risk weights
Senior debt
RW
Covered bond
RW
*

20%*

50%**

100%

150%

PD of 0.03%

10%

20%

50%

100%

PD of 0.15%

Requires rating of AAA to AA-

** Requires rating of A+ to A- under
Option 1 and rating of A+ to BBBunder Option 2

10%

*** LGD of 12.5% required in CRD with
PD floor of 0.03%. Using inputs PD as
noted, LGD of 12.5%, supervisory
value for EAD and M of 2.5.

CRD
CRDprovides
providespreferential
preferentialcapital
capitaltreatment
treatmentfor
forcovered
coveredbonds
bondsnot
not
available
under
Basel
II
available under Basel II
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4%

Basel II – Covered Bond Capital Charges
Covered Bonds
Terms and conditions
 Applies only to bonds as defined in Article 22(4) of Directive 85/611/EEC collateralised by qualifying
eligible assets, including
 certain EU sovereign exposures
 certain non-EU sovereign exposures qualifying for credit quality step 1 (but limited to 20% of all covered
bonds issued by any institution)
 certain exposures to institutions qualifying for credit quality step 1 (but limited to 15% of all covered bonds
issued by any institution) (subject to certain other conditions and exclusions)
 certain residential real estate exposures (up to 80% of value) (subject to certain other conditions and
exclusions)
 certain commercial real estate exposures (up to 60% of value) (subject to certain other conditions and
exclusions)
 certain loans secured by ships (up to 60% of value)

(CRD Annex VI, Part 1, ¶¶ 60-71)
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Basel II – Specialised Lending Capital Charges
Specialised Lending – In a Nutshell
Basel I

Basel II

Risk Weight
All

100%

IRB bank risk weights (¶¶ 275-284)

Standardised bank risk weights (¶ 80)
All

100%

Five Classes of Specialised Lending:


Project finance



Object finance



Commodities finance



Income-producing real estate



High-volatility commercial real estate

Generally: For exposures other than HVCRE, banks
that do not meet requirements for estimation of PD will
map internal grades to five supervisory categories
(70% for strong, 90% for good, 115% for satisfactory,
250% for weak and 0% for default) (¶ 275)
At national discretion, supervisors may allow 50%
for “strong” and 70% for “good” if remaining maturity
less than 2.5 years or supervisor determines
underwriting or other risk characteristics are
substantially stronger (¶ 277)
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Basel II – Equity Capital Charges
Equity – In a Nutshell
Basel II†

Basel I
Risk Weight
100%

Simple Model*

PD/LGD
Model**

Rating

Daimler

290%

81%***

A3/BBB+

Siemens

290%

41%***

A1/A+

Fresenius Med. Care

290%

182%

Ba1/BB

GE

290%

29%***

Aa2/AA+

Sony

290%

81%***

A3/A-

Vivendi Universal

290%

112%***

Baa2/BBB

Bertelsmann

290%

98%***

Baa1/BBB

Standardised bank risk weights
Corporates

100%*

Banks

100%

Securities
firms

†

*

100%

For banking book exposures.
National supervisors may
exempt from IRB treatment for
up to ten years particular equity
exposures held at publication
date of Basel II accord (¶ 267)
Unless deducted under Part 1
(rules relating to equity holdings
in banks); supervisors may
increase to 150% for venture
capital and private equity
investments (¶ 80)
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Company

Type of
Exposure
Non-consol
equity

** Inputs: average rating agency
PDs, LGD of 90%, supervisory
value for EAD and M of 5.
Moody’s Ratings as of June
2009 are applied.
*** Under Basel II (¶ 353) a floor
risk weight of 200% applies to
listed equities. CDR applies
min. PDs and LGDs

Basel II – Equity Capital Charges
IRB Banks – Three Approaches

CRD Equity Capital Charges
CRD Equity Capital Charges
(simple risk method)
(simple risk method)

Simple risk method (¶¶ 344-345)
 300% risk weight for publicly traded exposures
 400% risk weight for all other holdings

Internal models method (¶¶ 346-349)
 Taken from VaR models as 12.5 times difference between
 99% percentile one-tail quarterly return and

 190% risk weight for private
 190% risk weight for private
equity exposures in sufficiently
equity exposures in sufficiently
diversified portfolios (not in
diversified portfolios (not in
Basel II Accord)
Basel II Accord)
 290% risk weight for exchange
 290% risk weight for exchange
traded equity exposures
traded equity exposures
 370 % risk weight for all other
 370 % risk weight for all other
equity exposures
equity exposures

 Risk free rate over long-term sample period

 Floor: capital charge under simple risk model but using 200% (traded) and 300% (not traded)

PD/LGD method under CRD (¶¶ 350-361)
 Generally, use normal corporate exposure formulas if possible (results in risk weights substantially
below 200% and 300% floor in Basel II)
 If bank does not have sufficient information to use definition of default, then apply scaling factor of 1.5 to
risk weights
 Unfunded credit protection on equity exposure recognised, subject to LGD of 90%, with reduced LGD of
65% for private equity exposures
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Basel II – Fund Capital Charges
Funds – In a Nutshell
Basel I

Basel II

100%
Credit Quality Step

All

Fund Capital Charges
Fund Capital Charges

 Only CRD deals explicitly with
 Only CRD deals explicitly with
capital charges for funds
capital charges for funds
 Under Basel II Accord, capital
 Under Basel II Accord, capital
charges for funds must be
charges for funds must be
determined pursuant to rules for
determined pursuant to rules for
corporate exposures, equity
corporate exposures, equity
exposures or securitisation
exposures or securitisation
exposures (including lookexposures (including lookthrough), as applicable
through), as applicable

IRB bank risk weights

Standardised bank risk weights*

Risk Weight

*

1

20%

2

50%

3

100%

4

100%

5

150%

6

150%

For rated exposures to CIUs. Alternative
risk weights possible via “look through”
approach or treatment of fund exposure as
equity exposure or securitisation exposure
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Alternatives:


If exposure to collective investment
undertaking (CIU) satisfies certain criteria and
underlying exposures known, bank looks
through to underlying exposures



If exposure to CIU, but criteria not met or not
all underlying exposures known, bank looks
through to underlying exposures and treats all
as some type of equity exposure (treated as
“other” equity if not otherwise allocated)



Alternatively, can have third party calculate
average risk weighted amounts of underlying
exposures if correctness of calculation is
adequately ensured

Basel II – Fund Capital Charges
Standardised Banks (CRD Annex VI, Part 1, ¶¶ 74-81)
 100% risk weight for exposures to collective investment undertakings (CIUs) unless other rules (below)
apply
 Rated CIU exposures assigned following risk weights:
Credit Quality Step

1

2

3 and 4

5 and 6

Risk Weight

20%

50%

100%

150%

 National regulators may assign 150% risk weight if CIU exposure has particularly high risks
 Eligibility criteria for above treatment:
 CIU is managed by company subject to supervision in EU or if managed outside EU then relevant
supervisor determines supervisory equivalence and adequate supervisor cooperation
 CUI’s prospectus specifies categories of investment assets and, if any, investment limits
 CUI’s business is reported on at least annual basis
 Institution may “look through” to determine regulatory capital
 on basis of actual assets where known to institution
 on basis of average risk weights if only investment categories (but not assets) are known, assuming
maximum investment in highest risk weighted categories first
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Basel II – Fund Capital Charges
IRB Banks (CRD Article 87, ¶¶ ¶¶ 11-12)
 Paragraph 11: If exposure to CIU satisfies criteria in Annex VI, Part 1, ¶¶ 77-78, and underlying
exposures known, bank looks through to underlying exposures to calculate risk weighted exposure
amounts and expected loss amounts under rules applicable to underlying exposures
 If bank does not meet conditions to use rules applicable to underlying exposures
 for equity exposures, bank applies rules to equity exposures (allocating exposure to “other” equity
category if not otherwise allocated)
 for all other exposures, (i) for unrated or highest risk weight exposures, risk weights for standardised
banks times two subject to cap of 1250% and (ii) for all other exposures risk weights for standardised
banks times two subject to a floor of 5%

 Paragraph 12: If exposure to CIU does not satisfy criteria in Annex VI, Part 1, ¶¶ 77-78, or not all
underlying exposures known, bank looks through to underlying exposures and calculates risk weighted
exposure amounts as if all exposures equity exposures (allocating exposures to “other” equity category
if not otherwise allocated)
 Alternatively, bank or third party (if calculation accuracy ensured) calculates risk weight as follows:
 for equity exposures, bank applies rules to equity exposures (allocating exposure to “other” equity
category if not otherwise allocated)
 for all other exposures, (i) for unrated or highest risk weight exposures, risk weights for standardised
banks times two subject to cap of 1250% and (ii) for all other exposures risk weights for standardised
banks times two subject to a floor of 5%
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Basel II – Fund Capital Charges
Look-through Approach for Fund Exposures for IRB Banks
Simplified Scheme Based on CRD
Investment Fund compliant with
Annex VI, ¶¶ 74-75

No
Application of Annex VII, part 1, ¶¶
¶¶ 17-19 CRD

Yes



E.g. risk-weighting of all underlying
positions of the Fund as Equity
Exposures under Simple Risk Weight
Approach



Unknown exposures to be assigned
the 370% risk weight

No
Does Bank know all positions in
Fund?

Yes

Can Bank use internal models for
positions?

Yes

No
Apply Art. 87, Item 11 (a) CRD


E.g. risk-weighting equity positions
according to Simple Risk Weight
Approach with 370% RW for nonlisted and non-private equity



Risk-weighting non-equity exposures
with standardised approach using
risk weights one level above the
commensurate level for the exposure
(e.g. 150% for 100% normal RW etc.)

Look-through approach


E.g. risk-weighting of all underlying
positions of the Fund as if the Bank
held them directly
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Basel II – Fund Capital Charges
Anticipated Benefits of Principal Protection
Simplified Return on Capital Calculation

Assumptions

Capital Protection



FIRB bank



No effective look though to underlying fund exposures possible, therefore fund
exposures are treated as other equity exposures (Art. 87 No. 12 CDR)



Risk weight for Fund exposure 370% (simple risk weight method, Annex VII CRD )



Fund Return: 7.6% p.a.



Cost of funding: 3.6% p.a.



Cost of VPPP principal guarantee: 1% p.a.



RW of protecting party: 20%



Day 1 PV of protection: 70%

Returon on Capital

Return on Capital Comparison
* Return on Capital after costs of
funding and protection where
applicable but before other
business related costs

187.5%





13.5%
Unprotected Investment

30.0%

Protected (proportional
approach)

Protected (full
recognition)
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Unprotected investment in Fund yields the lowest RoC
Even under more conservative proportional approach under Basel
II, the protected investment generates an RoC more than
double compared to an equivalent unprotected investment
In case the guarantee is recognized for the full amount, capital
required would be minimal and the return on capital becomes
almost 200% p.a. for a protected investment

If fund appreciates above par and appreciation is not paid out,
the higher equity RW should apply to the appreciated portion

Basel II – Fund Capital Charges
Capital Protection - Comparison of Alternatives

Fund Investment : Basel I vs Basel II,
Outright vs Principal-Protected

Fund Investment: Outright vs Principal-Protected over Time
125%

400%

BI: PP

300%
200%
100%

BII: PP

0%
-100%

4.5%

6.0%

7.5%

9.0%

10.5%

12.0%

Return on Capital *

Return on Capital *

500%
100%
75%
50%
25%
0%

FoHF Yield
B I : Outright Fund

B I : PP Fund

B II : Outright Fund

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

Years to Maturity
B II : PP Fund

B II : Outright Fund

* Return on Capital after costs of funding and protection where applicable but before other business related costs
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B II : PP Fund

2

1

Basel II – Off-Balance Sheet Items
Each
Eachoff-balance
off-balancesheet
sheetitem
itemisisconverted
convertedinto
intocredit
creditexposure
exposureequivalent
equivalentusing
usingapplicable
applicablecredit
creditconversion
conversion
factor
(CCF);
each
credit
exposure
equivalent
is
then
risk
weighted
under
rules
applicable
to
that
factor (CCF); each credit exposure equivalent is then risk weighted under rules applicable to thatexposure
exposure

Off-Balance Sheet Items – Standardised Banks (¶¶ 82-89)
Direct credit substitutes
 General guarantees of indebtedness (including standby letters of credit): 100% CCF
 Acceptances (including endorsements with characteristics of acceptances): 100% CCF

Commitments
 Original maturity of up to one year: 20% CCF
 Original maturity in excess of one year: 50% CCF
 Unconditionally cancelable: 0% CCF

Forward commitments
Sale and repurchase agreements and asset sales with recourse: 100% CCF
Lending of bank securities or posting as collateral: 100% CCF
Forward asset purchases, forward forward deposits and partially paid shares and securities: 100% CCF
Transaction-related contingent items such as performance bonds, bid bonds, warranties and standby
letters of credit relating to specific transactions: 50% CCF
 Note issuance facilities (NIFs) and revolving underwriting facilities (RUFs): 50% CCF
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Basel II – Off-Balance Sheet Items
Off-Balance Sheet Items – Standardised Banks (¶¶ 82-89) (cont’d)
Other items
 Short-term self-liquidating trade letters of credit arising from the movement of goods: 20% CCF
 Undertaking to provide commitment on off-balance sheet item: CCF equal to lower of two items
 Counterparty credit risk: Complex calculations per Annex 4 of Accord

Failed transactions
 For delivery-versus-payment (DvP) transactions overdue more than five days following settlement date,
capital charge equal to product of positive exposure value times following risk multiplier:
Working days following
settlement date

Risk multiplier

From 5 to 15

8%

From 16 to 30

50%

From 31 to 45

75%

46 or more

100%

 For free-delivery transactions, bank delivering first leg must treat exposure as a loan if second leg not
delivered to it by end of business day
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Basel II – Securitisation Capital Charges
Securitisation – In a Nutshell
Basel I

Basel II

Type of
Exposure

Risk Weight

Generally

100%

AA- or
above

20%

First loss

Deduct

A

50%

Unfunded <
one year

0%

BBB

100%

BB+ to
BBB+ or
below
unrated

Preferential 6%
Preferential 6%
risk rate in CRD for
risk rate in CRD for
super-senior
super-senior
synthetic
synthetic
exposures to be
exposures to be
increased to 7% (to
increased to 7% (to
equal risk weight in
equal risk weight in
Basel II Accord)
Basel II Accord)

*

IRB bank ratings-based risk weights (¶¶ 615-616)
Most
Base case
Non-granular
senior**

350%*
Deduct
Deduct

Originating banks must also deduct
BB+ to BB- exposures (¶ 569)

** NEW: 6% risk weight for “super
senior” tranches under CRD
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External Rating

External Rating

Standardised bank risk weights (¶ 567)

AAA

7%

12%

20%

AA

8%

15%

25%

A+

10%

18%

35%

A

12%

20%

35%

A-

20%

36%

35%

BBB+

35%

50%

50%

BBB

60%

75%

75%

BBB-

100%

100%

100%

BB+

250%

250%

250%

BB

425%

425%

425%

BB-

650%

650%

650%

<BB- or
unrated

Deduct

Deduct

Deduct

Basel II – Securitisation Capital Charges
Operational requirements – generally (¶ 553)
 Originating banks must satisfy operational criteria before exposures can be risk weighted under
securitisation rules rather than rules relating to transferred exposures

Operational requirements for traditional (cash) securitisations (¶ 554)
 Significant credit risk must be transferred to third parties
 “significant risk” not defined in either Basel II Accord or CRD
 CRD being amended to define (see below)

 Transferor does not maintain effective or indirect control over transferred exposures; assets are legally
isolated from transferor even in bankruptcy
 repurchase right deemed effective control
 obligation to retain risk of exposures deemed effective control
 servicing not necessarily effective control

 Securities issued not obligations of transferor; investors only have claim to underlying assets
 Transferee is special purpose entity (SPE); investors have right to pledge or exchange investments
without restriction
 Clean-up calls must satisfy ¶ 557
 Securitisation documents do not require originating bank to
 alter pool composition systematically to maintain weighted average credit quality
 allow for increases in originator’s retained first loss position or credit enhancement after transaction’s
inception
 increase yield payable to parties other than originating bank on account of deterioration in pool credit
quality
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Basel II – Securitisation Capital Charges
Operational requirements for synthetic securitisations (¶ 555)






Credit risk mitigants must comply with CRM rules
Eligible collateral limited to ¶¶ 145-146
Eligible guarantors specified in ¶ 195 (SPEs not recognised)
Banks must transfer significant credit risk associated with underlying exposures to third parties
Instruments used to transfer credit risk may not contain terms or conditions that limit amount of credit
risk transferred, for example:
 Clauses that materially limit credit protection or credit risk transference (e.g., significant materiality
thresholds below which credit protection not triggered even if credit event occurred)
 Clauses the require originating bank to alter underlying exposures to improve pool’s weighted average
credit quality
 Clauses that increase bank’s cost of credit protection in response to deterioration in pool’s credit quality
 Clauses that increase yield payable to parties other than originating bank on account of deterioration in
pool credit quality
 Clauses that increase originator’s retained first loss position or credit enhancement after transaction’s
inception

 Opinion from qualified legal counsel confirming enforceability of contracts in all relevant jurisdictions
 Clean-up calls satisfy ¶ 557
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Basel II – Securitisation Capital Charges
Proposed
ProposedCRD
CRDAmendment
Amendment––Significant
SignificantCredit
CreditRisk
RiskTransfer
Transfer
 “Significant
“Significantcredit
creditrisk”
risk”must
mustbe
betransferred
transferredtotothird
thirdparties
partiesininorder
orderfor
forbank
bankpermitted
permittedtotodetermine
determine
regulatory
capital
on
basis
of
securitisation
rules
rather
than
rules
applicable
to
assets
on
regulatory capital on basis of securitisation rules rather than rules applicable to assets onbank’s
bank’s
balance
sheet
balance sheet
 InInoriginal
originalBasel
BaselIIIIAccord
Accordand
andthe
theCRD,
CRD,“significant
“significantrisk
risktransfer”
transfer”not
notdefined
defined
 Supervisors
Supervisorsadopted
adoptedvery
veryinconsistent
inconsistentrules
rulesdefining
defining“significant
“significantrisk
risktransfer”,
transfer”,for
forexample:
example:
 United
UnitedKingdom:
Kingdom: credit
creditrisk
risktransferred
transferredmust
mustbe
bebroadly
broadlycommensurate
commensuratewith,
with,ororexceed,
exceed,the
theproportion
proportionby
by
which
risk
weighted
exposure
amounts
reduced
which risk weighted exposure amounts reduced
 Germany:
Germany: bank
bankmust
musttransfer
transfer50%
50%orormore
moreofofmezzanine
mezzaninerisk
risk(i.e.,
(i.e.,very
verysimilar
similartotothe
theCRD
CRDrules
rulesbeing
being
adopted)
adopted)
 Netherlands:
Netherlands: bank
bankmust
musttransfer
transfereverything
everythingbut
butAAA-rated
AAA-ratedtranches
tranches
 United
UnitedStates:
States: transfer
transfermust
mustbe
beoff-balance
off-balancesheet
sheetfor
foraccounting
accounting(implying
(implyingdisposition
dispositionofofmajority
majorityofof
residual
residualrisks
risksififFIN
FIN46R
46Rapplies)
applies)

Proposed
Proposedamendments
amendmentsto
toCRD
CRDto
todefine
define“significant
“significantcredit
creditrisk
risktransfer”
transfer”aim
aim
to
ensure
consistent
application
across
all
EU
Member
States
to ensure consistent application across all EU Member States
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Basel II – Securitisation Capital Charges
Proposed
ProposedCRD
CRDAmendment
Amendment––Significant
SignificantCredit
CreditRisk
RiskTransfer
Transfer(cont’d)
(cont’d)
 Safe
Safeharbour
harbour

 Significant
Significantcredit
creditrisk
riskconsidered
consideredtransferred
transferredififrisk-weighted
risk-weightedexposure
exposureamounts
amountsofofmezzanine
mezzanine
securitisation
positions
held
by
originator
in
securitisation
do
not
exceed
50%
of
risk
securitisation positions held by originator in securitisation do not exceed 50% of riskweighted
weightedexposures
exposures
amounts
amountsofofall
allmezzanine
mezzaninesecuritisation
securitisationpositions
positionsininsecuritisation
securitisation
 Where
Whereno
nomezzanine
mezzaninepositions
positionsexist,
exist,and
andifif1250%
1250%risk-weighted
risk-weightedpositions
positions(“first-loss
(“first-lossexposures”)
exposures”)exceed
exceed
“conservative
estimate”
of
expected
loss
“by
substantial
margin”,
significant
risk
considered
transferred
“conservative estimate” of expected loss “by substantial margin”, significant risk considered transferredifif
originator
originatordoes
doesnot
nothold
holdmore
morethan
than20%
20%ofoffirst-loss
first-lossexposures
exposures

 “mezzanine”
“mezzanine”positions
positionsmeans
meansthose
thosetotowhich
whichaarisk
riskweight
weightlower
lowerthan
than1250%
1250%applies
appliesand
andthat
thatare
aremore
more
junior
that
most
senior
position
and
more
junior
than
any
position
in
credit
quality
step
1
(for
junior that most senior position and more junior than any position in credit quality step 1 (for
standardised
standardisedbanks)
banks)ororcredit
creditquality
qualitysteps
steps11oror22(for
(forIRB
IRBbanks)
banks)
 Case-by-case
alternative
Case-by-case alternative
 Supervisors
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Securitisation – Standardised Banks
Except
Exceptas
asprovided
providedbelow,
below,unrated
unratedsecuritisation
securitisationexposures
exposuresmust
mustbe
bededucted
deducted(¶(¶567)
567)

Most senior exposures (¶¶ 572-573)
 If the most senior tranche is unrated, the bank that holds or guarantees that position may “look
through” to the underlying pool to determine the risk weight (and may assign a risk weight equal to
average of risk weight assigned to exposures in underlying pool), provided that the composition of the
pool is known at all times

Second loss positions or better (¶¶ 574-575)
 Qualifying exposures provided by sponsor banks in ABCP programs that are in second loss position
or better may apply a risk weight equal to the greater of (x) 100% and (y) the highest risk weight
assigned to any exposure in underlying pool, but only if:
The first loss position provides significant credit protection
The associated credit risk is investment grade or better
The bank holding the exposure does not hold the first loss position

Eligible liquidity facilities (¶ 576)
 Banks may apply risk weight to eligible liquidity facilities equal to highest risk weight assigned to any
exposure in underlying pool
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Securitisation – Standardised Banks
Liquidity facilities (¶¶ 579-580)
Generally
 20% credit conversion factor (CCF) for eligible liquidity
commitments with an original maturity of one year or less
 50% CCF for eligible liquidity commitments of more than one
year
 100% CCF for all other liquidity commitments, including rated
commitments
Credit conversion factor of 0% theoretically possible if:
 Commitment qualifies as “eligible liquidity”
 Commitment can only be drawn if general market disruption
(i.e., where more than one SPE across different transactions is
unable to roll over maturing commercial paper – i.e., not as
result of impairment in credit quality of specific SPE or its pool)
 Commitment must be secured by underlying assets and rank
pari passu with conduit’s securities
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Securitisation – Standardised Banks
“Eligible Liquidity” (¶ 578)
 Documentation must identify and limit circumstances of draw, and amounts drawn must be limited to
amount likely to be repaid from underlying assets and seller-provided credit enhancement
 No incurred losses should be covered and draw should not be automatic
 Asset quality test should not cover defaulted assets as defined in paragraphs 452-459 (including
receivables more than 90 days past due unless extended up to 180 days by national regulators); if
funding based on rating of underlying asset, it must be rated at least investment grade at time of draw
 Facility cannot be drawn after all applicable credit enhancement to which liquidity facility has access
has been exhausted
 Repayment of draws must not be subordinated to interests of any conduit security holder
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Securitisation – Standardised Banks
Overlapping Exposures (¶ 581)
 Where, for example, conduit sponsor provides programme-wide liquidity and credit enhancement to
ABCP conduit
 If funding one exposure precludes funding the other exposure, sponsor need not hold capital against
both exposures
 Instead, for overlapping portion sponsor should hold capital against exposure with highest credit
conversion factor

Application issues
 How to allocate partial credit enhancement
 How to allocate programme-wide credit enhancement

Eligible servicer advances (¶ 582)
 Servicers may contractually agree to advance cash to insure uninterrupted payments to investors if full
reimbursement right is senior to other claims
 At national discretion, CCF of 0% for facility cancellable without prior notice
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Securitisation – IRB Banks
Options
 IRB bank must calculate capital on basis of:
 external ratings pursuant to ratings based approach (RBA)
 inputs into supervisory formula (SF) approach
 internal assessments approach (IAA)

 Cap: If IRB would require more capital for securitisation exposure than had the position not been
securitised, bank may use IRB capital requirement for underlying exposures (¶ 610)

Hierarchy (¶ 609)
 IRB bank must use ratings based approach (RBA) to calculate capital if external rating or inferred rating
available
 Where RBA not available, bank may use SF or IAA if available
 Where neither RBA nor SF or IAA are available, bank may use look-through approach (see below) in
paragraph 639
 Otherwise, position must be deducted
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Securitisation - Comparison of Risk Weights
Risk Weight (% )
0%
AAA
AA+
AA
AA-

Assumptions:
 The standardised
approach assumes
Long-term Rating
Category
 RBA Base Risk Weights
assumed for the FIRB
Approach

A+
A

200%

400%

600%

800%

1000%

1200%

Sample Bank

Basel I
Basel II - Standardised Approach

ABBB+
BBB
BBBBB+
BB
BB-

Basel II - FIRB Approach (RBA)

B+
B
BEquity

 For securitisations Basel I only differentiated between 1250% for equity tranches and 100% for the rest. Basel II focuses
on the risk of exposure using rating as a proxy for risk
 Under Basel II Risk Weights are determined to result in lower capital on high-rated exposures and higher capital on lowrated exposures
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Securitisation – IRB Banks
Internal Assessments Approach (¶¶ 619-622)
IRB bank may use IAA if conditions satisfied
 Only available for exposures to ABCP programmes
 Internal assessments mapped to equivalent external ratings and exposures assigned resulting risk
weights
 Supervisor may suspend bank’s use of IAA until deficiencies (if any) are corrected

Conditions
 ABCP issued by conduit must be externally rated
 Internal assessment must be based on ratings criteria for each asset type and be equivalent of
investment grade when exposure is funded
 Bank’s supervisors must be satisfied that internal ratings meet required criteria in paragraphs 90108 and with relevant external ratings criteria
 Bank must show that internal criteria matches external criteria
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Securitisation – IRB Banks
IAA Conditions (cont’d)
 Supervisor may, if warranted, disallow any seller provided recourse, guarantees or excess spread or
any other first loss enhancement
 Internal assessment must identify gradations of risk that can be mapped to external ratings gradations
 Internal assessment process, and particularly stress factors, must be at least as conservative as
publicly available ratings criteria from rating agencies rating ABCP programme:
 Bank must choose most conservative of two or more external criteria if two or more criteria apply
 Bank must not choose only ratings agencies with less restrictive methodologies to rate ABCP
programme and must keep up with methodology changes
 Bank cannot use a non-public ratings methodology but may consider more conservative nonpublicly available methodology
 For new or unique transactions, bank may discuss applying IAA with supervisor
 Internal and external auditors, a rating agency, or bank’s internal credit review or risk management
function must perform regular reviews of internal assessment process; if internal reviews are used, they
must be independent of ABCP business line
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Securitisation – IRB Banks
IAA Conditions (cont’d)
 Bank must track and adjust internal processes over time
 ABCP programme must have credit and investment guidelines (which should cover issues specified by
supervisor)
 Credit analysis of seller’s risk profile must be performed
 ABCP programme must have minimum asset eligibility criteria that exclude defaulted assets, limit
concentrations, limit asset tenor, etc.
 ABCP programme should have collections processes established that consider operational capability
and credit quality of servicer, lockbox arrangements, etc.
 All sources of risk must be considered (including credit and dilution)
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Securitisation – IRB Banks
Supervisory formula approach (¶¶ 623-636)
Capital charge determined under supervisory formula (see following page) on basis of
five inputs (with 56 basis point floor):






Regulatory capital of exposure if held on balance sheet (KIRB)
Degree of credit enhancement supporting exposure (L)
Exposure’s thickness (T)
Effective number of exposures in the securitised pool (N)
Pool’s exposure-weighted average loss given default (LGD)

Definition of KIRB
 KIRB is ratio (expressed as a decimal) of
 the IRB capital requirement for the underlying exposures in the pool to
 the notional amount of such exposures
 For structures involving SPE, all SPE assets must be included in pool, including residual interests
(such as a cash collateral account)
 Reserves against assets in pool do not reduce notional amount of the pool in determining KIRB, but
can count as credit enhancement
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Securitisation – IRB Banks
Supervisory Formula (¶¶ 624-626):
 IRB Capital charge = greater of (a) 0.0056 and (b)
(S [L+T] – S [L])

 f=((v + KIRB 2 )/(1-h) – c 2 ) + (((1- KIRB) KIRB –
v )/(1-h) τ )

 S[L] = L if L<= KIRB, else,

 g=((1-c)c)/f -1

 S[L]= KIRB +K[L] –K[KIRB] +(d. KIRB /ώ )(1- exp(ώ
*(KIRB – L)/KIRB))

 a=gc
 b=g(1-c)
 d=1-(1-h)(1-Beta[KIRB, a,b])

Where

 K[L]=(1-h)((1-Beta[L,a,b]L+ Beta[L,a+1,b]c)

 h=(1- KIRB /LGD)N
 c= KIRB /(1-h)

 Beta [L,a,b] refers to the cumulative beta
distribution with

 v =((LGD- KIRB) KIRB +0.25(1-LGD) KIRB )/N

 parameters a and b evaluated at L,
 τ =1000 and ώ = 20
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Supervisory Formula - Senior Tranche Sensitivity to Granularity (N)
25%
Assumptions:

N = 100
N = 75

15%

N = 50
N = 25

10%

5%

15%

14%

13%

12%

11%

10%

9%

0%
8%

 Ω = 1000
 KIRB = 7%

N = 125

20%

7%

 ω = 20

Senior Tranche RW (%)

 LGD = 45%

Senior Tranche Attachment (%)

 The Risk Weight of a Senior Tranche is sensitive to the effective number of exposures (N)
 A senior tranche based on a non granular pool requires a significantly higher attachment point to attract the minimum
Risk Weight of 7% than a granular pool. The efficiency inflection point is around N ~ 50
 The analysis assumes a detachment point of 100%
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Supervisory Formula - Mezzanine Tranche Sensitivity to Granularity (N)

 LGD = 45%
 Ω = 1000
 KIRB = 7%
 Green Colour:
RW < 75%
 Orange Colour:
RW <150%
 Red Colour: RW
> 150%

Granularity

 ω = 20

-

Attachment Point

Assumptions:

N = 200
5.50%
6.50%
7.50%
8.50%
9.50%
10.50%
11.50%

Tranche Thickness

1.00%
1250.0%
1057.4%
367.6%
140.5%
50.0%
15.3%
7.0%

2.00%
1153.7%
712.5%
254.0%
95.2%
32.7%
9.7%
7.0%

3.00%
891.7%
521.8%
186.0%
68.6%
23.1%
7.0%
7.0%

N = 25
Attachment Point

+

5.50%
6.50%
7.50%
8.50%
9.50%
10.50%
11.50%

4.00%
703.9%
403.9%
143.3%
52.5%
17.6%
7.0%
7.0%

5.00%
573.1%
326.2%
115.5%
42.2%
14.1%
7.0%
7.0%

6.00%
480.1%
272.5%
96.4%
35.2%
11.8%
7.0%
7.0%

7.00%
412.1%
233.7%
82.6%
30.1%
10.1%
7.0%
7.0%

8.00%
360.7%
204.5%
72.3%
26.4%
8.8%
7.0%
7.0%

6.00%
595.8%
410.1%
248.0%
178.6%
131.0%
94.9%
67.8%

7.00%
530.1%
365.4%
222.4%
160.0%
117.0%
84.6%
60.3%

8.00%
476.0%
328.4%
200.7%
144.2%
105.3%
76.0%
54.1%

Tranche Thickness

1.00%
1250.0%
1070.1%
485.6%
334.1%
250.0%
185.4%
135.4%

2.00%
1160.0%
777.8%
409.8%
292.0%
217.7%
160.4%
116.4%

3.00%
935.2%
629.9%
356.5%
256.5%
190.2%
139.4%
100.6%

4.00%
784.9%
534.9%
313.7%
226.2%
167.0%
121.8%
87.6%

5.00%
677.9%
465.0%
278.1%
200.4%
147.5%
107.2%
76.8%

 The Risk Weight of a Mezzanine Tranche is sensitive to the effective number of exposures (N)
 A Mezzanine Tranche based on a non granular pool (N=25) needs significantly more tranche thickness and subordination
compared to tranche based on a granular pool (N=200) to attract a similar Risk Weight
 Irrespective of granularity, a mezzanine tranche with an attachment point below KIRB will not attract the Risk Weight floor
of 7%
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Proposed
Proposedchanges
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Accordand
andtoto
CRD
CRD(effective
(effectiveend
end2010):
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Securitisation – IRB Banks
Liquidity facilities (¶¶ 637-639)

  Existing
Existingspecial
special20%
20%CCF
CCFfor
forliquidity
liquidity
commitment
commitmentdrawn
drawnonly
onlyininevent
eventofof
general
generalmarket
marketdisruption
disruptiontotobe
be
eliminated
(so
regular
100%
CCF
eliminated (so regular 100% CCFwill
will
apply)
apply)

Generally

 “Eligible” liquidity facilities only drawn in event of general
market disruption (as defined in ¶ 580) have a 20% CCF
 Otherwise, all liquidity facilities have 100% CCF; 100% CCF permits IRB banks to provide multiyear liquidity or “structured” liquidity without additional capital requirements

Determination of capital
 If facility is externally rated, bank may rely on rating provided it uses 100% CCF
 If facility is unrated, bank may use IAA if qualifying
 If facility is unrated and IAA unavailable, bank must determine KIRB either using “bottom-up”
approach or “top-down” approach and apply SF

“Look-through” procedure
 If not practical to use “bottom-up” or “top-down”, bank may, on an exceptional basis and subject
to supervisory approval, temporarily apply highest risk weight of pool under standardised
approach to individual exposures covered by eligible liquidity facility
 In such a case, the bank must use 50% CCF for commitments of one year or less and 100% for
commitments in excess of a year, or 20% CCF for market disruption liquidity
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Securitisation – IRB Banks
Top-Down Approach (¶¶ 362-373)
 For use in determining KIRB in SF
 Generally
 Top-down approach available provided bank’s programme complies with criteria for eligible receivables
and minimum operational requirements
 Intended mainly for asset-backed securitisation exposures, but may also be used for appropriate onbalance sheet exposures

Eligible Corporate Receivables (¶¶ 241-243)
 Eligible corporate receivables must satisfy following conditions for application of top-down approach
 Bank has not directly or indirectly originated receivables (and has purchased them from unrelated third
parties)
 Receivables generated on arms length basis (and not subject to inter-company contra accounts)
 Purchasing bank must have claim on all proceeds from pool or a ratable interest
 National supervisors to develop concentration limits

 Recourse to seller does not automatically disqualify transaction as long as cash flows from assets are
primary source of repayment (plus certain other requirements)
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Securitisation – IRB Banks
Rules for purchased corporate receivables (¶¶ 362-372)
Generally
 If Foundation IRB bank cannot determine KIRB using “bottom-up” approach, “top-down” approach
for purchased receivables may be used with supervisory permission
 Top-down rules calculate UL capital requirements for both default risk and dilution risk
 Banks should calculate capital based on each exposure type, or the capital for the highest
exposure type if the bank cannot separate the assets

Default risk
 Bank will estimate one-year expected loss (EL) of pool on stand-alone basis (without recourse or
guarantees to seller or other parties)
 Given EL estimate, risk weight is determined by normal IRB risk-weight formula for corporate
exposures, including the SME adjustment if applicable
 Risk-weight function will require bank to decompose EL into its PD and LGD components in
reliable manner
 Bank can utilise either external or internal data to decompose EL
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Securitisation – IRB Banks
Rules for purchased corporate receivables (¶¶ 362-372)
Default risk (cont’d)
 If bank cannot decompose EL, and if exposures are all senior claims to corporate borrowers
 LGD will be 45%
 PD will be EL divided by LGD
 EAD will be outstanding amount of exposure minus capital charge for dilution prior to
credit risk mitigation
 If exposures not all senior claims to corporate borrowers
 LGD will be 100%
 PD and EAD are calculated as above
 EAD for revolving purchase facility will be sum of current outstandings plus 75% of undrawn
commitments
 Rules for advanced IRB banks are more flexible and permit internal estimates

Dilution risk
 Unless bank can demonstrate that dilution risk is immaterial, bank must estimate one-year EL
for dilution risk, expressed as percentage of pool
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Securitisation – IRB Banks
Rules for purchased corporate receivables (¶¶ 362-372)
Dilution risk (cont’d)
 Estimate of EL for dilution risk can be at pool level or level of individual receivables at election of
bank
 Bank can use either internal or external data for estimate
 Bank must estimate EL for dilution risk on stand-alone basis (without recourse or guarantees to
seller or other parties)
 PD must be set at EL, and LGD must be set at 100%
 One-year maturity assumption may be used if bank can demonstrate that dilution can be
monitored and managed on that basis

Purchase price discounts, collateral and guarantees
 Purchase price discount may count as first-loss protection under IRB securitisation rules if
refundable to seller
 Collateral or guarantees may count as first-loss protection under IRB securitisation rules
 Where same mitigant covers both default and dilution risk, banks must calculate exposureweighted LGD as defined in paragraph 634
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Securitisation – IRB Banks
Inferred Ratings (¶¶ 617-618)
 When following conditions are met, bank must attribute inferred
rating to unrated exposure:
 Reference rated exposure must be subordinate in all
respects to unrated exposure
 Credit enhancements must be taken into account in
determining subordination (for example, if reference
position benefits from third party guarantee but unrated
position does not, then latter may not be assigned inferred
rating)
 Maturity of reference position must be equal to or longer
than that of unrated position
 Inferred rating must be updated continuously to reflect
changes in external rating of reference position
 External rating must satisfy general requirements for
recognition of external ratings in securitisation transactions
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BIS
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position(whether
(whetherininbanking
bankingoror
trading
tradingbook)
book)unless
unlessoriginator,
originator,sponsor
sponsororororiginal
originallender
lenderhas
hasexplicitly
explicitlystated
statedititwill
willretain,
retain,on
onon-going
on-going
basis,
“material
net
economic
interest”
in
transaction
basis, “material net economic interest” in transaction

Definition
Definitionof
ofmaterial
materialnet
neteconomic
economicinterest
interest
 One
Oneofoffollowing
following
 Not
Notless
lessthan
than5%
5%ofofnominal
nominalvalue
valueofofeach
eachtranche
tranchesold
soldtotoinvestors,
investors,oror
 InIncase
caseofofrevolving
revolvingsecuritisations,
securitisations,not
notless
lessthan
than5%
5%ofofnominal
nominalvalue
valueofofsecuritised
securitisedexposures,
exposures,oror
 Retention
Retentionofofrandomly
randomlyselected
selectedexposures
exposuresequivalent
equivalenttotonot
notless
lessthan
than5%
5%ofofnominal
nominalamount
amountofofsecuritised
securitised
exposures
(where
exposures
could
have
been
securitised)
provided
that
not
less
than
100
exposures
exposures (where exposures could have been securitised) provided that not less than 100 exposures
securitised
securitisedatatorigination,
origination,oror
 Retention
Retentionofoffirst
firstloss
losstranche
trancheand,
and,ififnecessary,
necessary,other
othertranches
trancheshaving
havingsame
sameorormore
moresevere
severerisk
riskprofile
profileand
and
not
maturing
earlier
than
those
transferred
or
sold
to
investors,
in
aggregate
not
less
than
5%
of
nominal
not maturing earlier than those transferred or sold to investors, in aggregate not less than 5% of nominal
value
valueofofsecuritised
securitisedexposures
exposures
 Net
Neteconomic
economicinterest
interestmeasured
measuredatatorigination
originationand
andmust
mustbe
bemaintained
maintainedon
onon-going
on-goingbasis
basis(i.e.
(i.e.may
maynot
notbe
behedged
hedged
ororsold)
sold)
 Net
Neteconomic
economicinterest
interestmay
maynot
notbe
besubject
subjecttotoany
anycredit
creditrisk
riskmitigation
mitigationororshort
shortposition
positionororany
anyother
otherhedge
hedge
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CRD
CRD––New
NewRetention
RetentionRequirement
Requirement(cont’d)
(cont’d)
Exceptions
Exceptions
 No
Noretention
retentionrequirement
requirementififexposures
exposuresare
areclaims
claimson,
on,ororare
areclaims
claimsguaranteed
guaranteedby
by
 Central
Centralgovernments,
governments,central
centralbanks,
banks,regional
regionalgovernments,
governments,local
localauthorities
authoritiesand
andpublic
publicsector
sectorentities
entitiesofofEU
EU
Member
States
Member States
 Institutions
Institutionstotowhich
which50%
50%risk
riskweight
weightororless
lessisisassigned
assignedunder
underrules
rulesfor
forstandardised
standardisedbanks
banks
 Multi-lateral
Multi-lateraldevelopment
developmentbanks
banks

 No
Noretention
retentionrequirement
requirementfor
for
 Transactions
Transactionsbased
basedon
onclear,
clear,transparent
transparentand
andaccessible
accessibleindex,
index,where
whereunderlying
underlyingreference
referenceentities
entitiesinin
transaction
transactionidentical
identicaltotothose
thosethat
thatmake
makeup
upwidely-traded
widely-tradedindex,
index,ororare
areother
othertradable
tradablesecurities
securitiesother
otherthan
than
securitisation
exposures
securitisation exposures
 Syndicated
Syndicatedloans,
loans,purchased
purchasedreceivables,
receivables,ororcredit
creditdefault
defaultswaps
swapswhere
whereinstruments
instrumentsno
noused
usedtotopackage
package
and/or
hedge
securitisation
otherwise
subject
to
retention
requirement
and/or hedge securitisation otherwise subject to retention requirement

Investor
Investorrequirements
requirements
 Investor
Investorbank
bankmust
mustdemonstrate
demonstratefor
foreach
eachexposure
exposurecomprehensive
comprehensiveand
andthorough
thoroughunderstanding
understandingofof
following
followingitems,
items,and
andhave
haveimplemented
implementedformal
formalpolicies
policiesand
andprocedures
proceduresappropriate
appropriatetototrading
tradingand
andbanking
banking
book
for
analysing:
book for analysing:
 Information
Informationregarding
regardingmaterial
materialinterest
interestretained
retainedby
byoriginator
originator
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CRD
CRD––New
NewRetention
RetentionRequirement
Requirement(cont’d)
(cont’d)
Investor
Investorrequirements
requirements(cont’d)
(cont’d)
 Information
Information(cont’d):
(cont’d):
 Risk
Riskcharacteristics
characteristicsofofsecuritisation
securitisationexposure
exposure
 Risk
Riskcharacteristics
characteristicsofofunderlying
underlyingexposures
exposures
 Reputation
Reputationand
andloss
lossexperience
experienceofoforiginators
originatorsand
andsponsors
sponsors
 Statements
Statementsand
anddisclosures
disclosuresmade
madeby
byoriginators,
originators,sponsors,
sponsors,agents
agentsand
andadvisors
advisorsabout
abouttheir
theirdue
duediligence
diligenceon
on
underlying
exposures
and,
where
relevant,
quality
of
collateral
securing
such
exposures
underlying exposures and, where relevant, quality of collateral securing such exposures
 Valuation
Valuationmethodologies
methodologiessupporting
supportingunderlying
underlyingexposures
exposures
 All
Allmaterial
materialstructural
structuralfeatures
featuresthat
thatcan
canimpact
impactperformance
performanceofofinvestor’s
investor’sexposure
exposure

 Ratings
Ratingsconfirmations
confirmations
 Investor
Investorbank
bankmust
mustregularly
regularlyperform
performown
ownstress
stresstests
testson
onexposures
exposuresappropriate
appropriatetotosecuritisation
securitisationpositions
positions
 Investor
Investorbank
bankmay
mayuse
userating
ratingagency
agencymodels,
models,but
butmust
mustdemonstrate
demonstratedue
duecare
careprior
priortotoinvesting
investingtotovalidate
validate
and
understand
methodology,
model,
assumptions
and
results
and understand methodology, model, assumptions and results
 Investor
Investorbank
bankmust
musthave
havethorough
thoroughunderstanding
understandingofofall
allstructural
structuralfeatures
featuresofofsecuritisation
securitisationthat
thatwould
would
materially
impact
performance
of
exposure
acquired,
including
waterfall,
early
amortisation
triggers,
materially impact performance of exposure acquired, including waterfall, early amortisation triggers,credit
credit
enhancement,
liquidity,
market
value
triggers
(if
any)
and
transaction-specific
definition
of
default
enhancement, liquidity, market value triggers (if any) and transaction-specific definition of default
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CRD
CRD––New
NewRetention
RetentionRequirement
Requirement(cont’d)
(cont’d)
Investor
Investorrequirements
requirements(cont’d)
(cont’d)
 Monitoring
Monitoring
 Investors
Investorsmonitor
monitorexposures
exposureson
onongoing
ongoingbasis
basisand
andinintimely
timelymanner
manner
 Shall
Shallinclude
includeexposure
exposuretype,
type,past
pastdue
duerates
rates(30,
(30,60
60and
and90
90days),
days),default
defaultrates,
rates,prepayment
prepaymentrates,
rates,loans
loansinin
foreclosure,
collateral
type,
frequency
distribution
of
credit
scores,
industry
and
geographical
diversification,
foreclosure, collateral type, frequency distribution of credit scores, industry and geographical diversification,
frequency
frequencydistribution
distributionofofloan-to-value
loan-to-valuerations
rationswith
withband
bandwidths
widthstotofacility
facilitysensitivity
sensitivityanalysis
analysis
 Where
Whereunderlying
underlyingexposures
exposuresare
arethemselves
themselvessecuritisation
securitisationpositions,
positions,investor
investorbank
bankmust
mustalso
alsoobtain
obtainand
and
monitor
issuer
name,
credit
quality,
asset
characteristics
and
performance
statistics
of
assets
supporting
monitor issuer name, credit quality, asset characteristics and performance statistics of assets supporting
those
thoseunderlying
underlyingsecuritisation
securitisationpositions
positions

 Remedies
Remedies
 Capital
Capitalsurcharge:
surcharge: Where
Wheredue
duediligence/monitoring
diligence/monitoringorordisclosure
disclosurerequirements
requirementsnot
notmet
metininany
anymaterial
material
respect
by
reason
of
negligence
or
omission
of
investor
bank,
supervisors
must
impose
additional
respect by reason of negligence or omission of investor bank, supervisors must impose additionalrisk
riskweight
weight
ofof250%
of
normal
risk
weight
for
exposure,
capped
at
1250%,
to
progressively
increase
with
each
250% of normal risk weight for exposure, capped at 1250%, to progressively increase with each
subsequent
subsequentinfringement
infringement

 Review
Review
 EU
EUCommission
Commissionmust
mustreview
reviewretention
retentionrequirement
requirementby
byend-2009
end-2009totodetermine
determinewhether
whetherneed
needtotoincrease
increase
retention
and
whether
methods
to
determine
retention
will
achieve
objective
of
aligning
interests
retention and whether methods to determine retention will achieve objective of aligning interestsofof
sponsors/origintors
sponsors/origintorswith
withthose
thoseofofinvestors
investors
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CRD
CRD––New
NewRetention
RetentionRequirement
Requirement(cont’d)
(cont’d)
Originator/sponsor
Originator/sponsorrequirements
requirements
 Credit
CreditAnalysis
Analysis
 Sponsors
Sponsorsand
andoriginators
originatorsmust
mustapply
applysame
sameunderwriting
underwritingcriteria
criteriatotosecuritised
securitisedexposures
exposuresas
astotoretained
retained
exposures
exposures
 IfIfabove
aboveunderwriting
underwritingrequirement
requirementnot
notmet,
met,originator
originatormay
maynot
notuse
usesecuritisation
securitisationrisk
riskweights
weights(i.e.,
(i.e.,must
musttreat
treat
as
on
balance
sheet)
as on balance sheet)

 Originator/sponsor
Originator/sponsorobligations
obligations
 Sponsors
Sponsorsand
andoriginators
originatorsmust
mustdisclose
disclosetotoinvestors
investorslevel
levelofofretention
retention
 Sponsors
Sponsorsand
andoriginators
originatorsmust
mustensure
ensurethat
thatprospective
prospectiveinvestors
investorsmust
musthave
haveready
readyaccess
accesstotomaterially
materially
relevant
data,
both
at
origination
and
thereafter
relevant data, both at origination and thereafter

Timetable
Timetable
 New
Newsecuritisations:
securitisations: from
from31
31December
December2010
2010
 Existing
Existingsecuritisations:
securitisations: from
from31
31December
December2014
2014where
wherenew
newunderlying
underlyingexposures
exposuresadded
addedororsubstituted
substituted
after
that
date
after that date
 Authorities
Authoritiesmay
maytemporarily
temporarilysuspect
suspectapplication
applicationofofretention
retentionrequirements
requirementsduring
duringperiods
periodsofofgeneral
generalmarket
market
liquidity
stress
liquidity stress
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BIS
BISCommittee
Committeeother
otherproposals
proposalsto
tomodify
modifysecuritisation
securitisationrules
rulesin
inBasel
BaselIIIIAccord
Accord
Use
Useof
ofratings
ratingssubject
subjectto
toself-guarantee
self-guarantee
 Banks
Banksnot
notpermitted
permittedtotorecognise
recogniseinternal
internalratings
ratingsbased
basedon
onany
anyunfunded
unfundedguarantees
guaranteesororsimilar
similarsupport
support
provided
by
bank
itself
provided by bank itself
 InInaddition,
addition,bank’s
bank’scapital
capitalfor
forsuch
suchexposures
exposuresheld
heldininthe
thetrading
tradingbook
bookmust
mustbe
beatatleast
leastthe
theamount
amount
required
under
banking
book
treatment
required under banking book treatment
 Accordingly,
Accordingly,ififbank
bankABCP
ABCPconduit
conduitsponsor
sponsorprovides
providesliquidity
liquidityororcredit
creditenhancement,
enhancement,but
butbuys
buysABCP
ABCP
instead
of
funding
liquidity
or
CE,
it
must
treat
ABCP
as
unrated
instead of funding liquidity or CE, it must treat ABCP as unrated
 Bank
Bankmay
mayuse
useinternal
internalassessments
assessmentsapproach
approach(IAA)
(IAA)ififauthorised
authorised
 Bank
Bankmay
mayalso
alsouse
usesupervisory
supervisoryformula
formulaapproach
approach(SFA)
(SFA)(but
(butSFA
SFAdoes
doesnot
notwork
workwell
wellwith
withABCP
ABCPconduits
conduits
for
some
technical
reasons)
for some technical reasons)
 IfIfunable
unabletotodetermine
determinerisk
riskweight
weightusing
usingeither
eitherIAA
IAAororSFA,
SFA,deduction
deductionisisrequired
required
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BIS
BISCommittee
Committeeother
otherproposals
proposalsto
tomodify
modifysecuritisation
securitisationrules
rulesin
inBasel
BaselIIIIAccord
Accord
Operating
Operatingcriteria
criteriafor
foruse
useof
ofsecuritisation
securitisationrules
rules

 Banks
Banksmust
musthold
holdand
anduse
useminimum
minimuminformation
informationregarding
regardingsecuritisation
securitisationexposures
exposurestotouse
usesecuritisation
securitisation
rules
to
determine
risk
weights
of
such
exposures
rules to determine risk weights of such exposures
 New
Newrequirements
requirementsapply
applytotoboth
bothstandardised
standardisedand
andIRB
IRBbanks,
banks,and
andare
areapplicable
applicableequally
equallytotoexposures
exposures
ininbanking
book
and
trading
book
banking book and trading book
 IfIfbank
bankdoes
doesnot
notmeet
meetnew
newrequirements
requirementsfor
forany
anyexposure,
exposure,ititmust
mustbe
bededucted
deductedfrom
fromcapital
capital
 InIngeneral,
information
required
will
permit
a
bank
to
achieve
comprehensive
understanding
general, information required will permit a bank to achieve comprehensive understandingofofrisk
risk
characteristics
of
individual
securitisation
exposures,
whether
on
or
off-balance
sheet,
as
well
as
characteristics of individual securitisation exposures, whether on or off-balance sheet, as well asrisk
risk
characteristics
of
pools
underlying
those
exposures
(i.e.,
can
determine
own
internal
ratings
if
needed)
characteristics of pools underlying those exposures (i.e., can determine own internal ratings if needed)
 Information
Informationincludes:
includes:
 on-going
on-goingand
andtimely
timelyunderling
underlingpool
poolperformance
performanceinformation
informationsuch
suchas
asexposure
exposuretype;
type;percentage
percentageofofloans
loans
30,
60
and
90
days
past
due;
default
rates;
prepayment
rates;
loans
in
foreclosure;
property
type;
30, 60 and 90 days past due; default rates; prepayment rates; loans in foreclosure; property type;
occupancy;
occupancy;average
averagecredit
creditscore
scoreororother
othermeasures
measuresofofcreditworthiness;
creditworthiness;average
averageloan-to-value
loan-to-valueratio;
ratio;and
and
industry
and
geographic
diversification
industry and geographic diversification
 for
forre-securitisations,
re-securitisations,information
informationregarding
regardingcharacteristics
characteristicsand
andperformance
performanceofofpools
poolsunderlying
underlying
securitisation
tranches
securitisation tranches
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Credit Risk Mitigation (CRM) – In a Nutshell
Basel I
Type of
Exposure
OECD
sovereign

*

Basel II

Risk Weight*

Standardised banks

0%

Simple approach: Risk weight of CRM is
substituted for risk weight of unsupported exposure

OECD bank

20%

Non-OECD
bank**

20%

Comprehensive approach: Adjust value of both
amount of exposure and value of CRM with either
supervisory or own-estimate “haircuts”; adjust for
maturity and currency mismatches

Same as simple
approach under Basel II
for standardised banks
(i.e., substitution)

** Maturity of < one year

Recognition of double default: Where protection is
eligible within the double default framework banks
need not use the substitution approach. Rather an
amended formula to take account of credit risk
mitigation is employed
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IRB banks
Generally: CRM reduces LGD inputs in formulas for
determining r risk-weighted assets

Basel II – Credit Risk Mitigation
Credit Risk Mitigation – General principles – Standardised Banks
Types of credit risk mitigation (CRM) (¶¶ 119-144)
 Collateralised transactions: where exposure is hedged in whole or in part by collateral posted by
counterparty, risk weight is calculated pursuant to simple or comprehensive approach (see below)
 On-balance sheet netting: where legally enforceable netting arrangements apply, risk weight is
calculated on net exposure
 Guarantees and credit derivatives: where guarantee or credit derivative satisfies certain operational
criteria and risk weight of guarantor or protection provider is lower than risk weight of exposure, risk
weight of guarantor or protection provider applies (substitution)

Maturity mismatch (¶ 143)
 Where the residual maturity of the CRM is less than that of the underlying exposure (maturity
mismatch) partial recognition of the CRM is permitted except as provided below
 Maturity mismatch not permitted under simple approach (see below)
 CRM not recognised for capital purposes if maturity mismatch and CRM has original maturity of less
than one year

Pools of CRM techniques (¶ 206)
 Where bank holds multiple CRM techniques against exposure, bank must subdivide exposure into
portions covered by each technique and calculate risk weight separately
 Credit protection provided by same provider with different maturities treated as separate CRM
techniques
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Credit Risk Mitigation – Collateralised transactions– Standardised Banks
Recognition of collateral as CRM (¶¶ 121-138)
 CRM recognised under two approaches:
 Simple approach: risk weight of the collateral is substituted for risk weight of original exposure
 Comprehensive approach: fuller offset of collateral against exposure allowed by effectively
reducing exposure value by value ascribed to collateral

Simple approach(¶ 129)
 Risk weight of CRM substituted for risk weight of unsupported exposure (¶ 129)
 Subject to floor of 20%, with exceptions, e.g., core market participant floor is 0%, subject to certain
conditions (¶ 183)

Comprehensive approach(¶¶ 130-138)
 Standard supervisory haircuts or own-estimate haircuts adjust both amount of exposure and value of
collateral received (¶¶ 130-135)
 Further haircuts and adjustments for currency mismatches (¶ 131; ¶ 200)
 Where adjusted exposure amount is greater than adjusted collateral amount (including adjustments for
foreign exchange volatility and other risks), risk-weighted assets will equal difference multiplied by risk
weight of counterparty ((¶¶ 132; 147-150)
 VaR models permitted as alternative to haircut approach subject to supervisory approval
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Credit Risk Mitigation – Collateralised transactions– Standardised Banks
Eligible financial collateral – Simple approach(¶ 145)
 Cash and gold
 Rated debt securities (sovereign BB- or higher; other BBB- or higher)
 Senior, unrated debt securities issued by bank if listed on recognised exchange and all other bank
issues are BBB- or higher
 Equities (including convertible bonds) included in main index
 UCITS/mutual funds where price quoted daily and UCITS/fund only invests in above instruments

Eligible financial collateral – Comprehensive approach(¶ 146)
 Everything permitted under simple approach
 Equities not included in main index but listed on recognised exchange
 UCITS/mutual funds invested in above equities

Other conditions
 Collateral must not have material positive correlation with underlying exposure (¶ 124)
 Partial collateralisation recognised under both simple and comprehensive approaches
 All items recognised as collateral in banking book can also be recognised in trading book
 Banking book: may use either simple approach or comprehensive approach, but must apply
same approach across entire banking book
 Trading book: must use comprehensive approach
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Credit Risk Mitigation – Guarantees and Derivatives – Standardised Banks
Common operational requirements (¶ 189)
 Must constitute direct, explicit, irrevocable (other than due to non-payment of protection fee) and
unconditional claim on protection provider
 Bank must fulfil minimum operational conditions relating to risk management of position
 Protection must explicitly reference specific exposures or pool of exposures
 Documentation must be legally binding and may not contain any clause permitting protection provider
unilaterally to increase effective cost of cover due to deteriorating credit quality of exposures

Additional operational requirements for guarantees (¶ 190)
 On qualifying default/non-payment by underlying obligor, bank may pursue guarantor for any monies
outstanding without first needing to take legal action against obligor
 Guarantor may make one lump sum payment of all monies, or may assume future payment obligations
 Guarantee must cover all types of payments from underlying obligor (for example, principal, interest
and fees), except that:
 Guarantee may cover principal only
 In which case, uncovered payments treated as unsecured and capital relief only afforded to
secured portion
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Credit Risk Mitigation – Guarantees and Derivatives – Standardised Banks
Additional operational requirements for credit derivatives (¶ 191)
 Only credit default swaps and total return swaps that provide credit protection equivalent to guarantees
are eligible for recognition
 Mandatory credit events, not determined solely by protection provider, must include: (a) failure to pay,
(b) insolvency and (c) restructuring (recognition up to 60% of underlying if no restructuring)
 Credit derivative may not terminate prior to expiration of any grace period for payment default on
underlying
 If asset mismatch, underlying/reference obligation must be pari passu and protection must contain
cross-default/cross-acceleration (for both cash settlement value determination and credit event
determination)
 Cash settlement permitted if robust valuation process
 If protection purchaser’s right to transfer underlying subject to obligor consent, may not be
unreasonably withheld

Eligible protection providers (¶ 195)
 Sovereigns, public sector entities, and banks and securities firms with lower risk weighting than
underlying exposure (not SPEs)
 Protection providers treat position as exposure to underlying, subject to exceptions for first-to-default
and second-to-default derivatives (see below)
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Credit Risk Mitigation – Guarantees and Derivatives – Standardised Banks
Risk Weights (¶ 196)
 Protection portion assigned risk weight of protection provider
 Unprotected portion assigned risk weight of underlying obligor
 Materiality thresholds below which no payment made to be deducted (as equivalent to first loss
positions)

Types of cover (¶¶ 198-199)
 Proportional cover: where amount guaranteed is less than amount of exposure and bank and
guarantor share losses on proportional basis, capital relief is also proportional (i.e., CRM is recognised
for covered portion and uncovered portion is assigned risk weight of underlying obligor)
 Tranched cover: where amount guaranteed is less than amount of exposure and risks of bank and
guarantor are of different seniority, CRM is recognised but under rules for securitisation exposures

Counterparty risk charges for OTC derivatives (¶¶ 186-187)
 Counterparty credit risk charge = [(RC + add-on) – CA] x r x 8% where: RC=replacement cost; addon= as determined under Basel I; CA=volatility adjusted collateral amount; r=risk weight of
counterparty
 Internal models method (also known as the expected positive exposure approach) or a standardised
method is also available following the Basel/IOSCO review (Annex 4)
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Credit Risk Mitigation – Guarantees and Derivatives – Standardised Banks
First to default credit derivatives (¶¶ 207-208)
 Applicable where bank holds credit protection on pool of exposures, and first default triggers credit
protection (and terminates contract)
 Bank may recognise capital relief for lowest risk-weight asset in pool if notional amount is less than or
equal to credit protection
 Bank providing credit protection determines capital
 for rated exposures, under the securitisation rules (¶ 567)
 for unrated exposures, by aggregating risk weights up to 1250% and multiplying against notional amount
of protection provided

Second to default credit derivatives (¶¶ 209-210)
 Applicable where bank holds credit protection on pool of exposures, and second default triggers credit
protection (and terminates contract)
 Bank may recognise capital relief only if first-default protection acquired or one asset in pool already
defaulted
 Bank providing credit protection determines capital
 for rated exposures, under the securitisation rules (¶ 567)
 for unrated exposures, by aggregating risk weights (other than for lowest risk weight exposure) up to
1250% and multiplying against notional amount of protection provided
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Credit Risk Mitigation – Master Netting Agreements – Standardised Banks
Recognition (¶ 188)
 Where:
 bank has well-founded legal basis for concluding that netting or offsetting is enforceable in each relevant
jurisdiction, irrespective of counterparty insolvency or bankruptcy, and
 bank is able at any time to determine those assets and liabilities subject to netting agreement,

bank may use net exposure as basis for capital calculation in accordance with formula under ¶ 147
 In that case, haircuts will be zero except for currency mismatches
 10-business day holding period applies where daily mark-to-market conducted
 Requirements in ¶ 151, ¶ 169, ¶¶ 202-205 apply

Repo-style transactions under netting agreements (¶¶ 173-174)
 Netting agreement recognised if first condition above satisfied, and netting agreement:
 provides non-defaulting party right to close out and terminate upon counterparty default
 provides for netting of gains and losses on transactions so that single net amount is owing
 Allows for prompt liquidation or set-off of collateral upon counterparty default

 Netting across positions in banking and trading book recognised only if:
 all transactions marked-to-market daily
 collateral instruments used recognised as eligible financial collateral in banking book
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Credit Risk Mitigation – Collateralised transactions– IRB Banks
Basic principles
 IRB banks may use same CRM techniques available to standardised banks (i.e., collateralised
transactions, on-balance sheet netting and guarantees and credit derivatives)
 CRM rules for IRB banks very similar to comprehensive approach for standardised banks; simple
approach not permitted for IRB banks

Recognition of collateral as CRM – Foundation Treatment (¶¶ 289-299)
 CRM techniques will, when eligible, reduce loss given default (LGD) input into formulas applicable to
IRB banks to determine risk weighted exposure value of exposures pursuant to following formula:
LGD* = LGD x (E* / E)
Where:
LGD* is adjusted loss given default
LGD is that of senior exposure prior to recognition of CRM
E is current value of exposure
E* is exposure value after CRM
 Where LGD* used, exposure at default (EAD) must remain unchanged
 VaR models permitted as alternative to haircut approach subject to supervisory approval
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Credit Risk Mitigation – Collateralised transactions – IRB Banks
Recognition of collateral as CRM – Advanced Treatment (¶¶ 289-299)
 Subject to satisfaction of minimum requirements (¶¶ 468-473), banks may use own estimates of LGD
for corporate, sovereign and bank exposures subject to supervisory approval
 Banks unable to satisfy minimum requirements must use foundation approach

Pools of CRM techniques (¶ 296)
 Where bank holds multiple forms of collateral against exposure, bank must subdivide exposure (after
haircut for eligible financial collateral) into portions covered by each type of collateral and calculate risk
weight separately
 Where ration of sum of CRE/RRE collateral and other collateral is below minimum exposure
requirement, LGD is equal to unsecured exposure value

Repo style transactions (¶ 293; ¶ 299)
 Banks may elect to ignore master netting arrangements for repo-style transactions
 If master netting is recognised, bank must calculate E* as provided in standardised approach (¶¶ 176177 or ¶¶ 178-181(i)), and no adjustment to LGD is permitted
 For banks using advanced approach, permitted to use own LGD estimates for E* amount
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Credit Risk Mitigation – Collateralised transactions – IRB Banks
Eligible financial collateral (¶ 289)
 Everything permitted for Standardised Banks
 Plus: receivables, residential and commercial real estate and other collateral meeting certain
minimum requirements (¶¶ 509-524)

Methodology for recognition (¶ 295)
 If minimum over-collateralisation threshold not met, exposure treated as unsecured
 Recognition table:

Minimum LGD

Required minimum
collateralisation
level (C*)

Required minimum
over-collateralisation
level for full
recognition (C**)

Financial Collateral

0%

0%

n.a.

Receivables

35%

0%

125%

CRE/RRE

35%

30%

140%

Other

40%

30%

140%
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Credit Risk Mitigation – Guarantees and Derivatives – IRB Banks
Generally (¶¶ 300-302)
 Approach for IRB banks follows approach for standardised banks with some variations (see below)
 Neither foundation approach nor advanced approach may include effect of double-default (see below)

Recognition under foundation approach (¶ 303)
 For protected portion of exposure
 risk weight is derived from risk weight function of guarantor and probability of default (PD) appropriate to
guarantor (or between guarantor and underlying obligor if bank determines full substitution not
warranted)
 Bank may replace LGD of underlying with LGD of guarantee taking into account seniority and collateral if
any

 For unprotected portion, risk weight is that of underlying obligor
 Where partial coverage or currency mismatch exists, bank must split exposure into covered and
uncovered amounts, and coverage follows (¶¶ 198-200) depending upon whether protection is
tranched or proportional
 Range of eligible guarantors and protection providers generally same as for standardised banks,
except that bank may elect to recognise guarantors/protection providers internally rated by IRB bank
equivalent to A- or better
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Credit Risk Mitigation – Guarantees and Derivatives – IRB Banks
Recognition under advanced approach (¶¶ 306-307)
 Bank may reflect CRM effect of guarantee through adjusting either PD or LGD estimates
 Bank relying on own estimates of LGD may adopt foundation approach or make adjustment to own
estimate of LGD
 No limits to range of eligible guarantors and protection providers, although certain minimum internal
risk and data management criteria must be satisfied

Counterparty risk charges for OTC derivatives (¶ 317)
 Exposure values for SFTs and OTC derivatives that expose bank to counterparty credit risk calculated
as per rules in Annex 4 of Accord
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Credit Risk Mitigation – Double default framework – IRB Banks
Eligible protection for double default framework (¶¶ 307(i))





Single-name unfunded credit derivatives or single name guarantees
First to default basket products
Nth to default basket products
Other portfolio credit derivatives not allowed

Eligible protection providers (¶ 307(ii))
 Protection seller is a bank, investment firm or insurance company that is
 regulated in a manner broadly equivalent to Basel II
 had an internal rating with a PD equivalent or lower than that associated with an external A- rating
at the time protection was provided and
 has an internal rating with a PD equivalent to or lower than an external investment grade rating
 Performance of the protection seller cannot be excessively correlated to the obligor
 The underlying obligor cannot be a financial firm
 Operational requirements also apply
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Credit Risk Mitigation – Double default framework – IRB Banks
Formula for risk-weighted assets under double-default framework (¶ 284(ii))
 The capital requirement for a hedged exposure subject to the double default treatment (Kdd) is calculated by
multiplying K0 as defined below by a multiplier depending on the PD of the protection provider (PDg)
Kdd = K0(0.15+160*PDg)
K0= LGDg

{ N(G(PD0)+ (Sqrt Pos) *G(0.999) ) -PDo

}

Sqrt (1- Pos)

1+(M-2.5)b
(1-1.5)b

 PDo and PDg are the probabilities of default of the obligor and guarantor respectively
 The correlation Pos is calculated according to the Basel IRB correlation formula with PD equal to PDo
 LGDg is the LGD of a comparable direct exposure to the guarantor.
 The maturity adjustment coefficient b is calculated as in the IRB formula
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Credit Risk Mitigation – Comparison of Techniques under IRB



Credit Risk Mitigation
significantly reduces Risk
Weights independent of
technique applied and
exposure class protected



A high grade sovereign
collateral is the most
efficient credit risk mitigation
tool



For the Substitution
Approach the minimum of
the exposure RW and the
counterpart RW (30%) is
applied



The double default
framework is not applicable
if the underlying obligor is a
financial firm or a sovereign
exposure (¶ 307(ii)).



For each eligible exposure
the bank can decide
separately whether to apply
the double default
framework or the
substitution approach

Risk Weights after Credit Risk Mitigation (Sample Bank)
Assumptions:

30%
20%

20%

20%

13%
9%

7%
1%

Collat. 1

Collat. 2

5%
1%

3%

Sovereigns (AA)

Banks (A+)

Corporates (BBB)

Collateralised 1

Collateralised 2

Collateralisation

100%

100%

Collateral

A+ to BBB- Non-Sovereigns

AAA to AA- Sovereigns

Residual Maturity

>5 years

>5 years

Haircut

12%

4%
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Collat. 2

Collat. 1

Double
Default

Substitution

Collat. 2

Collat. 1

Substitution

0%
Substitution

 RW protection
provider: 30%
(equivalent to a A
Rating)

40%

Risk Weights

 Using inputs of
average rating agency
values for PD, LGD of
45%, supervisory
value for EAD and M
of 2.5.

Basel II – Credit Risk Mitigation
Credit Risk Mitigation – Effect for Different Ratings under IRB
0%
Assumptions:

100%

AAA

 Using inputs of
average rating agency
values for PD, LGD of
45%, supervisory
value for EAD and M
of 2.5. M = 2.5

AA
Rating of the obligor

 RW protection
provider: 30%
(equivalent to a A
Rating)

20%

Risk Weights for Corporate Exposure
40%
60%
80%

A+

Double Default Relief

A-

Substitution Approach

BBB
BB+
BBB
CCC
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Basel II – Trading Book Capital Charges
Trading Book – In a Nutshell*
Basel I (1996 Market Risk Amendment)

Basel II (MRA; Accord ¶¶ 684-718)

Minimum capital requirement:

Essentially unchanged, except for revisions to:

 Credit risk requirements under regulatory capital
rules, excluding debt and equity securities in
trading book and all positions in commodities, but
including credit counterparty risk in trading book or
banking book, plus

 Definition of trading book: “positions in financial instruments and
commodities held either with trading intent or in order to hedge other
elements of the trading book”

 Capital charges for specific risk and general
market risk under either standardised
measurement method or internal models method
(or combination thereof)
* Paragraph references in materials below on
trading book are to 1996 Market Risk Amendment
(MRA) unless otherwise noted

 Basic requirements for trading book treatment: clearly documented
trading strategy; positions actively monitored and managed on trading
desk; position limits set and monitored; positions marked to market at
least daily; positions reported to senior management
 Capital charges for specific risks in connection with interest rate risk
(see below)
 Specific risk capital charge offsets for positions hedged by credit
derivatives (see below)
 New counterparty credit risk charges for OTC derivatives, repo-style
and other transactions booked in trading book, and adjusted add-on
factors for single name credit derivatives (see below)
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Trading
Tradingbook
bookreview
reviewallows
allowsfirms
firmsto
touse
usethree
threedifferent
differentexposure
exposuremeasurement
measurementmethods
methodsfor
for
derivatives
and
securities
financing
transactions
(SFTs)
derivatives and securities financing transactions (SFTs)

Current exposure method
 This method calculates exposure for a derivative as the mark to market of the trade plus a notional based
add on to capture potential exposure. This is unchanged from current rules

Standardised method
 This method is not a full modelling approach but is more risk sensitive than the current exposure method.
Firms use set parameters to determine the exposure of a derivative and simplifying assumptions are
applied but the approach is more risk sensitive than the notional add-on based approach. The exposure
amount is the product of
 The larger of the net current market value or a “supervisory EPE” times
 A scaling factor

Internal model method
 Subject to regulatory approval firms may use their own estimates of EAD calculated by an internal model.
Effective expected positive exposure over a 1 year time horizon can be employed as an exposure
measure for OTC derivatives and securities financing transactions
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Capital Requirement
Definition of Capital (MRA Intro., II.1 – I.2)


At discretion of national regulators banks may employ third tier of capital for sole purpose of meeting
proportion of capital requirements for market risks



Tier 3 capital limited to 250% of bank’s tier 1 capital required to support market risks; tier 2 capital
may be substituted for tier 3 capital up to same 250% limit subject to overall limits for tier 2 capital in
Basel II Accord



For subordinated debt to be eligible as tier 3 capital it must be available to absorb losses in event if
insolvency and must at minimum:





Be unsecured, subordinated and fully paid up
Have original maturity of at least two years
Not be repayable prior to maturity date unless bank’s supervisor agrees
Be subject to lock-in clause stipulating that neither interest nor principal may be paid at maturity if
payment would cause bank to fall below minimum capital requirements

Calculation of Capital (MRA Intro., II.3 – I.4)


Bank must first calculate capital for credit risk, and only afterwards calculate market risk requirement
Capital
Capitalrequirement
requirementmust
mustbe
bemet
metatatclose
closeof
ofeach
eachbusiness
businessday
day
(MRA
Introduction,
I.14)
(MRA Introduction, I.14)
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Standardised Measurement Method – Interest rate risk
Specific risk (MRA Part A.1.I; Accord ¶ 710)
 Specific risk charge:
 Government:
AAA to AAA+ to BBB-

0.00%
0.25% (residual term to final maturity 6 months or less)
1.00% (residual term to final maturity between 6 and 24 months)
1.60% (residual term to final maturity exceeding 6 months)
Other rating:
8.00%
 Qualifying: 0.25% (residual term to final maturity 6 months or less)
1.00% (residual term to final maturity between 6 and 24 months)
1.60% (residual term to final maturity exceeding 6 months)
 Other:
8.00%

 Offsetting restricted to matched positions in identical issue (including positions in derivatives); no
offsetting if issuer same but not same issue
 “Government” category includes all forms of government paper
 “Qualifying” category includes securities rated investment grade by at least two recognised rating
agencies or (subject to supervisory approval) unrated but either of comparable investment quality
(standardised banks) or rated equivalent by bank’s internal systems and exchange listed (IRB banks)
 National regulatory may impose higher specific risk charge on “other” category and/or disallow
offsetting
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Standardised Measurement Method – Interest rate risk (cont’d)
General market risk (MRA Part A.1.II)
Generally
 Two methods: maturity method and duration method
 Capital charge is sum of four components: net short or long position; small proportion of matched
positions in each time band (vertical disallowance); larger proportion of matched positions across
different time bands (horizontal disallowance); net charge for positions in options
Maturity method
 Opposite positions of same amount in same issue may be omitted from framework
 Positions weighted by prescribed price sensitivity factor
 Partial offset (10% capital charge) for weighted longs and shorts in each time band
 Two rounds of horizontal partial offsetting between time bands pursuant to prescribed scale
Duration method
 Calculate price sensitivity on basis of prescribed interest rate change depending on maturity
 Slot resulting sensitivity measures into duration-based ladder within time bands
 Subject long and short positions to 5% vertical disallowance
 Carry forward net positions for horizontal offsetting as above
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Standardised Measurement Method – Interest rate risk (cont’d)
Interest rate derivatives (MRA Part A.1.III)
 Convert derivatives into positions in relevant underlying subject to specific and general market risk
charges as above
 Futures: treated as combination of long and short position in notional government security
 Swaps: treated as two notional positions in government securities with relevant maturities
 No specific risk charge for most interest rate derivatives
 General market risk charge generally same as for cash positions, subject to exemption for very closely
matched positions in identical instruments

Counterparty credit risk charge add-on factors for single name credit derivative (Accord
¶ 707)
 If reference asset is qualifying: 5% for protection buyer and 5% for protection seller
 If reference asset is not qualifying: 10% for protection buyer and 10% for protection seller
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Standardised Measurement Method – Interest rate risk (cont’d)
Offsetting for interest rate derivatives (MRA Part A.1.III)
 Banks may exclude long and short positions (both actual and notional) in identical instruments with
exactly the same issuer, coupon, currency and maturity, and may fully offset a matched position in a
future or forward and its underlying
 If choice of underlying deliverable instruments (e.g., cheapest-to-deliver), offset only permitted if future or
forward move in close alignment
 Offset may be allowed for opposite positions in same category of instruments if same underlying, same
nominal value and same currency – e.g., futures (identical products maturing within 7 days of each other);
swaps and forward rate agreements (identical reference rate and coupon within 15 basis points); limits on
next interest fixing date
 No offsetting for positions in different currencies

But modified by Accord (see next page)
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Standardised Measurement Method – Interest rate risk (cont’d)
Specific risk capital charges for positions hedged by credit derivatives (Accord ¶¶ 713718)
 No specific risk capital charge for either side of the position if values of full legs always move in the
opposite direction and generally to the same extent (e.g., identical instruments; long cash position
hedged by total rate of return swap with exact match between reference obligation and underlying)
 80% specific offset recognised when value of two legs always moves in opposite direction but not broadly
to same extent (e.g., long cash position hedged by credit default swap or credit-linked note with exact
match between reference obligation and underlying); to extent that transaction transfers risk, 80% risk
offset for side with higher capital charge and zero specific risk requirement on other side
 Partial allowance where value of two legs usually moves in opposite direction (e.g., asset mismatch
between reference and underlying)
 Otherwise, specific risk capital charge for both sides of transaction
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Standardised Measurement Method – Equity position risk
Specific risk and general market risk (MRA Part A.2.I)
 Specific risk charge
 Defined as bank’s gross equity position, calculated on national market-by-market basis
 8% unless portfolio both liquidity and well-diversified, in which case 4%

 General market risk charge
 Defined as difference between sum of longs and sum of shorts, also calculated on national market-bymarket basis
 8%

Equity derivatives (MRA Part A.2.II)
 Convert derivatives into positions in relevant underlying
 Matched positions may be fully offset
 Index risk: Further capital charge of 2% against net long or short position in index contract comprising
diversified portfolio of equities to cover factors such as execution risk
 Arbitrage: Additional 2% capital charge in qualifying futures-related arbitrage strategies may be
applied only to one index with opposite position exempt from capital charge
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Standardised Measurement Method – Foreign exchange risk
Two processes (MRA Part A.3)
 Measure exposure in single currency position
 Measure risks inherent in mix of long and short positions in different currencies

Measuring positions in single currency (MRA Part A.3.I)
 Measured by summing: net spot position (including interest earned but not received, expenses
accrued, and expenses not yet accrued but certain); net forward position; guaranties certain to be
called and likely to be irrevocable; net future income/expenses not yet accrued but already fully
hedged (at bank discretion); net delta-based equivalent of total book of foreign currency options
 Positions taken to hedge capital ratio may be excluded if “structural” (non-dealing) nature, applied
consistency, does no more than protect bank capital ratio

Measuring foreign exchange risk (MRA Part A.3.II)
 Two alternatives:
 “shorthand” method treating all currencies equally – capital charge is 8% times overall net open position
determined by converting nominal amount (or net present value) of net position in each currency into
reporting currency
 internal models approach (see below)
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Standardised Measurement Method – Commodities risk
Generally (MRA Part A.4)
 Defined as physical product which is or can be traded on a secondary market
 More complex and volatile, and less liquid
 Variety of additional risks, including basis risk (risk that relationship between prices of similar
commodities varies over time); interest rate risk (risk of cost of carry); forward gap risk (risk that
forward price may change other than due to interest rate changes)
 Three options: models (see below); measurement system; simplified approach

Measurement system (maturity ladder) approach (MRA Part A.4.II)
 Express commodity position in standard unit of measurement (barrel, etc.)
 Convert net position at current spot rates into national currency
 Assess capital charge against matched long and short positions in specified time bands and specified
spread rates
 Residual net positions in nearer time banks may be carried forward to offset exposures in later time
bands, subject to surcharge equal to 0.6% of net position carried forward
 15% capital charge against resulting long or short position

Simplified approach (MRA Part A.4.III)
 Same capital charge for directional risk as under measurement approach
 Additional capital charge of 3% of gross positions in each commodity for basis risk, interest rate risk
and forward gap risk
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Standardised Measurement Method – Options
Generally (MRA Part A.5)
 Banks with purchased options only permitted to use simplified approach
 Otherwise, use either one of the intermediate approaches (see below) or internal model (see below)

Simplified approach (MRA Part A.5.I)
 Long cash and long put, or short cash and long call: Capital charge is market value of underlying
multiplied by sum of specific and general market risk charges for underlying less amount option is in
money (if any) bounded by zero
 Long call or long put: Capital charge is lesser of (a) market value of underlying multiplied by sum of
specific and general market risk charges for underlying and (b) market value of option

Delta-plus (intermediate) approach (MRA Part A.5.II)
 Options reported as position equal to market value of underlying multiplied by delta
 Delta-weighted capital charge: Determined pursuant to Parts A.1 through A.4 depending on whether
option underlying is debt security or interest rate instrument (Part A.1), equity (Part A.2), foreign
exchange and gold (Part A.3) or commodities (Part A.4)
 Additional capital charges for gamma (measuring rate of change of delta) and vega (measuring
sensitivity of value of option to change in volatility)

Scenario (intermediate) approach (MRA Part A.5.II) (for more sophisticated banks)
 Capital charge determined by calculating changes in option value at various points along “grid” of
ranges of changes in option portfolio’s risk factors
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Internal models method (MRA Part B)
Generally (MRA Part B.1)
 Conditional upon explicit approval of supervisor

Conditions to use of internal model (MRA Parts B.2 – B.7)
 Qualitative standards: independent risk control unit; integration with day-to-day risk management of
bank; trading limits; compliance function; stress-testing; back-testing; external validation; independent
review
 Quantitative standards: value-at-risk calculated daily (to 99th percentile, one-tailed confidence
interval; with instantaneous price shock equivalent to 10 day movement in prices); update data sets no
less frequently than every three months; no particular type of model prescribed (but must accurately
capture option risks); discretion to recognise empirical correlations within broad risk categories; daily
calculation of capital requirement; multiplication factor based on supervisor judgment of quality of
bank’s risk management system
 Market risk factors: risk measurement system that models yield curve (interest rate risk), foreign
exchange exposures (foreign exchange risk), market movements in equities (equity risk), convenience
yield (commodities risk)
 Basel II requires that firms using an internal model method for market risk, capture default risks that
are incremental to the risk captured in the VaR based calculation
 No specific approach is prescribed but all approaches will be subject to a soundness standard
comparable to the IRB credit risk regime adjusted where appropriate to reflect the impact of liquidity,
concentrations, hedging and optionality
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BIS
BISCommittee
Committeeproposes
proposeschanges
changesto
toInternal
InternalModels
ModelsApproach
Approachin
intrading
tradingbook
book
 Risk
Riskmeasurement
measurement

 Important
Importantpart
partofofaabank’s
bank’sinternal
internalmarket
marketrisk
riskmeasurement
measurementsystem
systemisisspecification
specificationofofmarket
marketrisk
riskfactors
factors
––i.e.,
i.e.,market
marketrates
ratesand
andprices
pricesthat
thataffect
affectvalue
valueofofbank’s
bank’spositions
positions(existing)
(existing)
 Factors
Factorsdeemed
deemedrelevant
relevantfor
forpricing
pricingshould
shouldbe
beincluded
includedas
asrisk
riskfactors
factorsininvalue-at-risk
value-at-riskmodel,
model,ororsuch
such
omission
omissionmust
mustbe
bejustified
justifiedtotosupervisor
supervisor(new)
(new)
 InInaddition,
addition,value-at-risk
value-at-riskmodel
modelmust
mustcapture
capturenonlinearities
nonlinearitiesbeyond
beyondthose
thoseinherent
inherentininoptions,
options,as
aswell
wellas
as
correlation
correlationrisk
riskand
andbasks
basksrisk
risk(new)
(new)
 Supervisor
Supervisormust
mustbe
besatisfied
satisfiedthat
thatproxies
proxiesused
usedshow
showaagood
goodtrack
trackrecord
recordfor
foractual
actualposition
positionheld
held(new)
(new)
 Banks
must
update
data
sets
no
less
frequency
than
every
month,
and
must
have
in
place
processes
Banks must update data sets no less frequency than every month, and must have in place processestoto
update
updatedata
datasets
setsmore
morefrequently
frequently(new
(newand
andmodified)
modified)
 Banks
must
reassess
data
sets
whenever
market
Banks must reassess data sets whenever marketprices
pricessubject
subjecttotomaterial
materialchange
change(existing)
(existing)
 AAmultiplication
factor
set
by
supervisory
authorities
on
basis
of
assessment
of
quality
multiplication factor set by supervisory authorities on basis of assessment of qualityofofbank’s
bank’srisk
risk
management
system,
subject
to
absolute
minimum
of
3
(existing)
plus
factor
directly
related
to
ex-post
management system, subject to absolute minimum of 3 (existing) plus factor directly related to ex-post
performance
performanceofofmodel
modelranging
rangingfrom
from00toto11(existing)
(existing)

 Stress
Stresstesting
testing

 Two
Twomajor
majorgoals
goalsare
are(a)
(a)evaluate
evaluatecapacity
capacityofofbank’s
bank’scapital
capitaltotoabsorb
absorbpotential
potentiallarge
largelosses,
losses,and
and(b)
(b)
identify
steps
bank
can
take
to
reduce
risk
and
conserve
capital
(existing)
identify steps bank can take to reduce risk and conserve capital (existing)
 Scenarios
Scenariosrequiring
requiringsimulation
simulationby
bybanks
banksinclude
include1987
1987equity
equitycrash,
crash,ERM
ERMcrises
crisesofof1992
1992and
and1993,
1993,fall
fallinin
bond
bondmarkets
marketsininQ1
Q11994,
1994,1998
1998Russian
Russianfinancial
financialcrisis,
crisis,2000
2000technology
technologybubble
bubbleburst,
burst,2007/2008
2007/2008subsubprime
primeturbulence
turbulence(last
(lastevent
eventnew)
new)
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BIS
BISCommittee
Committeeproposes
proposeschanges
changesto
toInternal
InternalModels
ModelsApproach
Approachin
intrading
tradingbook
book(cont’d)
(cont’d)
 Specific
Specificrisk
risk

 Bank
Bankmodels
modelsmust
mustcapture
captureall
allmaterial
materialcomponents
componentsofofprice
pricerisk
risk(other
(otherthan
thanevent
eventrisk
riskcaptured
capturedinin
incremental
incrementalrisk
riskcharge
chargereferred
referredtotobelow)
below)(modified)
(modified)
 Approach
to
capture
incremental
risks
must
Approach to capture incremental risks mustbet
betset
setatat99.9%
99.9%confidence
confidenceinterval
intervalover
overone-year
one-yearcapital
capital
horizon
horizon(new)
(new)
 IfIfbank
bankmodel
modeldoes
doesnot
notcapture
captureincremental
incrementalrisks,
risks,bank
bankmust
mustuse
usespecific
specificrisk
riskcapital
capitalcharges
chargesunder
under
standardised
standardisedmeasurement
measurementmethod
method(modified)
(modified)
 Under
Underany
anyapproach
approachused,
used,all
allcash
cashororsynthetic
syntheticexposures
exposuressubject
subjecttotodeduction
deductiontreatment
treatmentunder
under
securitisation
securitisationrules,
rules,and
andall
allsecuritisation
securitisationexposures
exposuresconstituting
constitutingunrated
unratedliquidity
liquiditylines
linesororletters
lettersofofcredit,
credit,
subject
to
no
lesser
capital
charge
than
is
provided
in
the
securitisation
framework
(existing)
subject to no lesser capital charge than is provided in the securitisation framework (existing)
 Exception
Exceptiontotothe
theabove
aboverule
rulemay
maybe
beavailable
availabletotobanks
banksacting
actingas
asdealers
dealersininabove
aboveexposures
exposuresififcan
can
demonstrate,
in
addition
to
trading
intent,
liquid
two-way
market
for
securitisation
exposures
demonstrate, in addition to trading intent, liquid two-way market for securitisation exposures

 Illiquid
Illiquidpositions
positions

 Actual
Actualmarket
marketprices
pricesororobservable
observableinputs
inputsshould
shouldbe
beused
usedeven
evenwhere
wheremarket
marketless
lessliquid
liquidthan
thanvolumes,
volumes,
unless
those
prices
are
result
of
forced
liquidation
or
distress
sale
(new)
unless those prices are result of forced liquidation or distress sale (new)
 Banks
Banksmust
mustestablish
establishprocedures
proceduresfor
forcalculating
calculatingvaluation
valuationadjustments
adjustmentsfor
forless
lessliquid
liquidpositions,
positions,ininaddition
addition
totochanges
in
value
for
financial
reporting
(new)
changes in value for financial reporting (new)
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BIS
BISCommittee
Committeeproposes
proposeschanges
changesto
totrading
tradingbook
bookrules
rulesfor
forsecuritisation
securitisationexposures
exposures

 BIS
BISCommittee
Committeeproposes
proposesadditional
additionalstrict
strictrequirements
requirementsfor
forsecuritisation
securitisationexposures
exposuresheld
heldinintrading
trading
book:
book:

 Bank’s
Bank’scapital
capitalrequirement
requirementfor
forsecuritisation
securitisationexposures
exposuresheld
heldinintrading
tradingbook
bookmay
maybe
beno
noless
lessthan
thanthe
the
amount
required
under
banking
book
treatment
amount required under banking book treatment
 Bank
Banknot
notpermitted
permittedtotouse
useexternal
externalcredit
creditassessments
assessmentsfor
forexposures
exposuresheld
heldinintrading
tradingbook
bookwhere
where
assessment
at
least
partly
based
on
unfunded
support
provided
by
bank
assessment at least partly based on unfunded support provided by bank
 Bank
Bankmust
mustdeduct
deductsecuritisation
securitisationposition
positioninintrading
tradingbook
bookififunable
unabletotocomply
complywith
withnew
newoperational
operationalcriteria
criteria
summarised
in
slide
86
summarised in slide 86
 Banks
Bankssubject
subjecttotoenhanced
enhanceddisclosure
disclosurerequirements
requirementsfor
forsecuritisation
securitisationexposures
exposuresheld
heldinintrading
tradingbook,
book,
broadly
broadlyininline
linewith
withbanking
bankingbook
bookrules
rulesbut
butwith
withseparate
separatedisclosure
disclosuretables
tables
 Banks
Bankstreated
treatedas
as“sponsors”
“sponsors”ofofoff-balance
off-balancesheet
sheetvehicles
vehicleseven
evenififall
allpositions
positionsheld
heldinintrading
tradingbook
book

 Enhanced
Enhancedrequirements
requirementsappear
appearaimed
aimedatateliminating
eliminatingregulatory
regulatory“arbitrage”
“arbitrage”by
bybooking
bookingsecuritisation
securitisation
exposures
in
trading
book
rather
than
banking
book
exposures in trading book rather than banking book
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EU
EUalso
alsoproposes
proposeschanges
changesto
toCRD
CRDtrading
tradingbook
bookrules
rules

 Banking
Bankingbook
bookexposure
exposurehedged
hedgedby
byinternal
internalhedge
hedgeheld
heldinintrading
tradingbook
booknot
notrecognised
recognisedfor
forCRM
CRMunless
unless
third
party
hedge
also
in
place
third party hedge also in place
 Capital
Capitalrequirements
requirementsfor
forsecuritisation
securitisationpositions
positionsininthe
thetrading
tradingbook
bookbased
basedon
oncapital
capitalrequirements
requirementson
on
the
banking
book
the banking book

 For
Forbanks
bankswithout
withoutinternal
internalmodels,
models,proposed
proposedcapital
capitalsurcharge
surchargefor
forsecuritisation
securitisationpositions
positionsininbanking
bankingbook
book
equal
to
8%
of
applicable
banking
book
risk
weight
lower
than
1250%
under
standardised
approach
equal to 8% of applicable banking book risk weight lower than 1250% under standardised approach
 For
Forall
allother
otherbanks,
banks,proposed
proposedcapital
capitalsurcharge
surchargefor
forsecuritisation
securitisationpositions
positionsininbanking
bankingbook
bookequal
equaltoto8%
8%ofof
applicable
applicablebanking
bankingbook
bookrisk
riskweight
weightlower
lowerthan
than1250%
1250%under
understandardised
standardisedapproach
approachororIRB
IRBapproach,
approach,as
as
applicable,
but
supervisory
formula
only
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with
supervisor
consent
applicable, but supervisory formula only available with supervisor consent

 Banks
Bankssubject
subjecttotoenhanced
enhanceddisclosure
disclosurerequirements
requirementsfor
forsecuritisation
securitisationexposures
exposuresheld
heldinintrading
tradingbook,
book,
broadly
in
line
with
banking
book
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but
with
separate
disclosure
tables
broadly in line with banking book rules but with separate disclosure tables
 Banks
Banksrequired
requiredtotoconsider
considerexposures
exposuresininboth
bothbanking
bankingbook
bookand
andtrading
tradingbook
bookfor
forpurposes
purposesofofmanaging
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Basel II – Operational Risk Charges
Operational
Operationalrisk
riskdefined
definedas
asrisk
riskof
ofloss
lossfrom
frominadequate
inadequateor
orfailed
failedinternal
internalprocesses,
processes,people
people
and
systems,
or
from
external
events
(¶
644)
and systems, or from external events (¶ 644)

Examples of risks covered
 Internal and external fraud
 Legal risks
 Damages to customers
 Losses arising out of labour, health and safety, diversity, personal injury, etc.
 Damage to physical assets
 Business interruption

Examples of risks not covered
 Reputational risk
 Strategic errors
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Basel II – Operational Risk Charges
Basic Indicator Approach (¶¶ 649-651)
 15% of bank’s average annual gross income over previous three years

Standardised Approach (¶¶ 652-654, ¶¶ 660-663)
 Capital charge for each of 8 business lines calculated against average annual gross income for
business line times:
 18% for corporate finance (15% transitional charge within EU if major activity)
 18% for trading and sales (15% transitional charge within EU if major activity)
 12% for retail banking
 15% for commercial banking
 18% for payment and settlement
 15% for agency services
 12% for asset management
 12% for retail brokerage

Advanced Measurement Approach (¶¶ 655-659, ¶¶ 664-679)
 Calculated on basis of internal operational risk management system approved by national regulator
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Chapter 4
Basel II Supervision (Pillar 2)

Basel II – Supervision
Introduction
 BIS Committee’s proposed changes to Basel II Accord includes material changes to bank’s internal
management systems and operations
 BIS Committee criticised in unambiguous and harsh terms banks’ recent internal credit risk management
activities, particularly in connection with asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP) conduits, structured
investments vehicles (SIVs) and other off-balance sheet vehicles sponsored by them
 “The financial market crisis that began in mid-2007 has resulted in substantial financial losses. It is evident
that many financial institutions did not fully understand the risks associated with the businesses and
structured credit products in which they were involved. Moreover, it is now apparent these banks did not
adhere to the fundamental tenets of sound financial judgment and prudent risk management.”
 “. . . While financial institutions have faced difficulties over the years for a multitude of reasons, the major
causes of serious banking problems continue to be lax credit standards for borrowers and counterparties,
poor portfolio risk management, and a lack of attention to changes in economic or other circumstances that
can lead to a deterioration in the credit standing of a bank's counterparties. This experience is common in
both G10 and non-G10 countries.”
 “Rapid growth in . . . any business activity can present banks with significant risk management challenges.
This was the case with the expanded use of the “originate-to-distribute” business model, off-balance sheet
vehicles, liquidity facilities and credit derivatives.”
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Basel II – Supervision
Introduction (cont’d)
 BIS Committee criticism (cont’d)
 “Banks’ use of securitisation has grown dramatically over the last several years. It has been used as an
alternative source of funding and as a mechanism to transfer risk to investors. While the risks associated
with securitisation are not new to banks, the recent financial turmoil highlighted unexpected aspects of credit
risk, concentration risk, market risk, liquidity risk, legal risk and reputational risk, which banks failed to
adequately address. For instance, a number of banks that were not contractually obligated to support
sponsored securitisation structures were unwilling to allow those structures to fail due to concerns about
reputational risk and future access to capital markets. The support of these structures exposed the banks to
additional and unexpected credit, market and liquidity risk as they brought assets onto their balance sheets,
which put significant pressure on their financial profile and capital ratios.”
 “. . . Weaknesses in banks’ risk management of securitisation and off-balance sheet exposures resulted in
large unexpected losses during the financial crisis. To help mitigate these risks, a bank’s on- and off-balance
sheet securitisation activities should be included in its risk management disciplines, such as product
approval, risk concentration limits, and estimates of market, credit and operational risk . . ..”
 “. . . Banks either underestimated or did not anticipate that a market-wide disruption could prevent them from
securitising warehoused or pipeline exposures and did not anticipate the effect this could have on liquidity,
earnings and capital adequacy.”

 BIS Committee proposed changes to Basel II Accord to address these “notable weaknesses”, described in
following pages, with objective of producing “thorough and comprehensive” internal capital adequacy
assessment process
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Basel II – Supervision
Reputational risk and implicit support
 BIS Committee concluded that banks’ reputational risks influenced them to provide financial support
exceeding their contractual obligations (implicit support), including:
 banks’ sponsorship of ABCP conduits and SIVs
 banks’ sale of assets to investment trusts
 banks’ sponsorship of collective investment activities such as money market funds, in-house hedge funds
and real estate investment trusts (REITs)
 redemption of hybrid/subordinated debt forming a component of regulatory capital

 BIS Committee encouraged banks’ senior management to include in stress tests estimated amount of
implicit support or losses under adverse market conditions or to avoid reputational damages and to
maintain market confidence
 However, noting that implicit support is “a more subtle form of exposure”, BIS Committee recognised that
risks arising from the provision of implicit support would never be fully recognised in Basel II Accord’s
Pillar 1 capital requirements
 Unclear whether BIS Committee will be satisfied that reputational risks and implicit support can be handled
solely through supervisory mechanisms, or whether incremental capital charge to address reputational risks
is required
 Adjustment to capital charge for operating risks is one possible such adjustment
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Basel II – Supervision
Securitisation and off-balance sheet structures
 Banks should conduct analyses, at acquisition and on an on-going basis, of underlying risks when
investing in structured products
 External ratings are useful starting point for credit analysis, but are no substitute for full and proper
understanding
 Banks’ own assessments of risk must be based on comprehensive understanding of structure of the
securitisation transactions
 When assessing securitisation exposures, banks must fully understand credit quality and risk
characteristics of underlying exposures in structured credit transactions, including any risk concentrations
 Banks should consider, and where appropriate mark-to-market, warehoused positions as well as those in
pipeline, regardless of probability of securitising such exposures
 Banks should as part of stress-testing consider scenarios which may prevent securitising assets, identify
potential effect of such exposures on liquidity, earnings and capital adequacy, and develop prudent
contingency plans specifying how to respond to funding, capital and other pressures that arise when
access to securitisation markets reduced
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Basel II – Supervision
Liquidity risk management
 BIS Committee issued “Principles for Sound Liquidity Risk Management and Supervision” in September
2008, and made following additional observations and recommendations:
 Key element in management of liquidity risk is strong governance by board
 Banks should appropriately price the costs, benefits and risks of liquidity into internal pricing, performance
measurement and new product approval process of all significant business activities
 Banks must be able to identify, measure and control liquidity risks, especially with regard to complex
products and contingent commitments, both contractual and non-contractual, and under both normal
circumstances and stressed conditions

Risk concentrations
 BIS Committee identified unmanaged risk concentrations as an important source of “major problems” for
banks
 BIS Committee noted that rapid growth of banks’ various capital markets activities increased possibility
that different areas of bank are exposed to common risks, and emphasised that bank’s risk management
processes and MIS must permit senior management of a bank to identify and aggregate similar risk
exposures across the firm, including across legal entities, asset types (e.g., loans, derivatives and
structured products), risk areas (e.g., the trading book) and geographic regions.
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Basel II – Supervision
Valuation practices
 BIS Committee issued consultative document “Supervisory guidance for assessing banks’ financial
instrument fair value practices” in November 2008, which applies to all positions measured at fair value at
all times, not only during times of stress
 BIS Committee made several additional observations, including:
 Characteristics of complex structured products, including securitisation transactions, make valuation
inherently difficult due in part to absence of active and liquid markets, complexity and uniqueness of cash
waterfalls, and links between valuations and underlying risk factors
 Banks must establish clear and robust governance structures for production, assignment and verification of
financial instrument valuations
 Policies and procedures should address the range of acceptable practices for initial pricing, marking-tomarket/marking-to-model, valuation adjustments and periodic independent revaluation
 Banks must consider all relevant market and other information likely to have material effect on instrument’s
fair value
 Banks should maximise use of observable inputs, where relevant, and minimise use of unobservable inputs
when estimating fair value
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Basel II – Supervision
Sound stress testing practices
 BIS Committee issued the consultative document “Principles for sound stress testing practices and
supervision” in January 2009, and made following additional observations and recommendations:
 Stress tests should be used to provide independent risk perspective complimentary to other risk
management tools such as Value at Risk (VaR) and economic capital
 Stress testing is particularly important in management of warehouse and pipeline risk, reputational risks and
risk of providing implicit support, and commitments to off-balance sheet vehicles and third-party firms related
to structured credit securities (including the possibility that assets will need to be taken on balance sheet for
reputational reasons)
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Basel II Disclosure (Pillar 3)

Basel II – Disclosure (Securitisation)
Objective (¶¶ 809-810)
 Impose market discipline on banks by requiring disclosure of key information relevant to banks’ risks and
capital

Existing Qualitative Disclosures for Securitisation (¶ 820, Table 9)
 Bank’s objectives for, and roles played by it in, securitisation process
 Bank’s accounting objectives for securitisation
 Whether treated as sales or financings
 Whether bank recognises gain on sale
 Key assumptions used by bank for valuing retained interests
 Bank’s treatment of synthetic securitisations
 Names of rating agencies used by bank and types of exposures rated by each agency

Existing Quantitative Disclosures for Securitisation (¶ 820, Table 9)
 Total outstanding exposures securitised by bank subject to securitisation framework
 For exposures securitised by bank subject to framework (in each case broken down by exposure type):
 Amount of impaired/past due assets
 Losses recognised by bank during current period
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Basel II – Disclosure (Securitisation)
Existing Quantitative Disclosures for Securitisation (cont’d)
 Aggregate amount of securitisation exposures retained or purchased by bank, broken down by
exposure type
 Aggregate amount of securitisation exposures retained or purchased by bank, broken down by
“reasonable number” of risk bands (deducted exposures disclosed separately)
 Aggregate amount of securitised revolving exposures segregated by originator’s interest and investors’
interest
 Summary of current year’s securitisation activity, including aggregate amount of exposures securitised
and gain or loss on sale, by asset type

BIS
BISCommittee
Committeeproposals
proposalsfor
foradditional
additionaldisclosure
disclosure
 General
Generalrule:
rule: each
eachbank,
bank,ininaddition
additiontotospecific
specificrequired
requireddisclosures
disclosuresunder
underthe
theAccord,
Accord,must
mustdisclose
discloseits
its
“actual
risk
profile”
to
market
participants
and
ensure
that
information
disclosed
will
be
adequate
to
fulfil
“actual risk profile” to market participants and ensure that information disclosed will be adequate to fulfil
that
thatobjective
objective
 Specific
Specificrules:
rules: materially
materiallyincreased
increaseddisclosures
disclosuresrelating
relatingtotosecuritisation
securitisationactivities,
activities,re-securitisation
re-securitisation
exposures,
sponsored
off-balance
sheet
vehicles,
warehousing
and
pipeline
risks
and
exposures, sponsored off-balance sheet vehicles, warehousing and pipeline risks andvaluation
valuation
methodologies,
among
others
(see
below)
methodologies, among others (see below)
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Basel II – Disclosure (Securitisation)
Proposed
Proposeddisclosures
disclosuresregarding
regardingoff-balance
off-balancesheet
sheetvehicles
vehicles(Revised
(RevisedTable
Table9)
9)
 Regarding
Regardingoff-balance
off-balancesheet
sheetvehicles,
vehicles,proposed
proposedchanges
changestotoTable
Table99will
willobligate
obligatebanks
banksto:
to:
 disclose
disclosenature
natureofofrisks
risksother
otherthan
thancredit
creditrisk
riskinherent
inherentininsecuritised
securitisedassets
assets
 disclose
discloseall
allsecuritisation
securitisationexposures
exposurestotoSPVs
SPVsininwhich
whichbank
bankisisinvolved
involvedas
asaa“sponsor”,
“sponsor”,regardless
regardlessofof
whether
whetherexposure
exposureisisininbanking
bankingorortrading
tradingbook,
book,onon-ororoff-balance
off-balancesheet,
sheet,and
andwhether
whetherorornot
notexposure
exposureisis
subject
subjecttotosecuritisation
securitisationframework
framework
 disclose
discloseand
anddifferentiate
differentiatebetween
betweenexposures
exposuresresulting
resultingfrom
fromactivities
activitieswhere
wherebank
bankisissponsor,
sponsor,and
and
exposures
resulting
from
all
other
bank
securitisation
activities
subject
to
securitisation
framework
exposures resulting from all other bank securitisation activities subject to securitisation framework(i.e.,
(i.e.,
making
mandatory
previously
voluntary
disclosure
regarding
sponsorship
in
Footnote
225
to
Table
9)
making mandatory previously voluntary disclosure regarding sponsorship in Footnote 225 to Table 9)
 disclose
discloseonon-and
andoff-balance
off-balancesheet
sheetsecuritisation
securitisationexposures
exposuresseparately
separately
 disclose
discloseentities
entitiesmanaged
managedby
bybank
bankthat
thatinvest
investininsecuritisation
securitisationexposures
exposuresbank
bankhas
hassecuritised
securitisedororinin
vehicles
vehiclesthat
thatthe
thebank
banksponsors
sponsors
 disclose
disclosesecuritisation
securitisationexposures
exposures(including
(includingunderlying
underlyingexposures
exposuresoriginally
originallyon
onbank's
bank'sbalance
balancesheet
sheetand
and
underlying
exposures
acquired
by
the
bank
from
third-party
entities)
in
which
originating
bank
does
not
underlying exposures acquired by the bank from third-party entities) in which originating bank does not
retain
retainsecuritisation
securitisationexposure
exposureshown
shownseparately
separately

 “Exposures
“Exposuressecuritised
securitisedby
bybank”
bank”defined
definedtotoinclude
includeunderlying
underlyingexposures
exposuresoriginally
originallyon
onbank’s
bank’sbalance
balance
sheet
or
acquired
from
third-party
entities
and
placed
into
securitisation
programmes
for
which
sheet or acquired from third-party entities and placed into securitisation programmes for whichbank
bankacts
acts
as
sponsor
as sponsor
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Basel II – Disclosure (Securitisation)
Proposed
Proposeddisclosures
disclosuresregarding
regardingre-securitisation
re-securitisationexposures
exposures
 Regarding
Regardingre-securitisation
re-securitisationexposures,
exposures,proposed
proposedchanges
changestotoTable
Table99will
willobligate
obligatebanks
banksto:
to:
 describe
describeprocesses
processesininplace
placetotomonitor
monitorchanges
changesinincredit
creditand
andmarket
marketrisks
risksofofsecuritisation
securitisationexposures
exposures
 describe
describebank’s
bank’spolicy
policygoverning
governinguse
useofofhedging
hedgingand
andfinancial
financialguarantee
guaranteeinsurance
insurancetotomitigate
mitigaterisks
risks
retained
through
securitisation
and
re-securitisation
exposures
retained through securitisation and re-securitisation exposures
 describe
describetype
typeofofrisks
risksassumed
assumedand
andretained
retainedwith
withre-securitisation
re-securitisationactivities
activities(Table
(Table9a)
9a)
 disclose
disclosekey
keyassumptions
assumptionsfor
forvaluing
valuingpositions
positionsretained
retainedororpurchased
purchasedand
andtheir
theirchanges,
changes,where
whererelevant,
relevant,
for
re-securitisation
exposures
from
securitisation
exposures
(Footnote
227)
for re-securitisation exposures from securitisation exposures (Footnote 227)
 disclose
discloseaggregate
aggregateamount
amountofofre-securitisation
re-securitisationexposures
exposuresretained
retainedororpurchased
purchased(Table
(Table9m
9mand
and9v)
9v)

Proposed
Proposeddisclosures
disclosuresregarding
regardingpipeline
pipelineand
andwarehousing
warehousingrisks
risks
 Regarding
Regardingpipeline
pipelineand
andwarehousing
warehousingrisks,
risks,proposed
proposedchanges
changestotoTable
Table99will
willobligate
obligatebanks
banksto:
to:
 disclose
discloseaccounting
accountingpolicies
policiesfor
forpipeline
pipelineand
andwarehousing
warehousingactivities
activitiestotohelp
helpmarkets
marketsfind
findassets
assetstotobe
be
securitised
in
future,
including
information
about
how
such
assets
are
measured
(Table
9c);
and
securitised in future, including information about how such assets are measured (Table 9c); and
 disclose
discloseaggregate
aggregateamount
amountofofassets
assetsawaiting
awaitingsecuritisation
securitisationbroken
brokendown
downby
byexposure
exposuretype
type(Table
(Table9j9jand
and
9r)
9r)
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Basel II – Disclosure (Securitisation)
Proposed
Proposeddisclosures
disclosuresregarding
regardingIAA
IAAand
andABCP
ABCPliquidity
liquidityfacilities
facilities
 Regarding
RegardingIAA
IAAand
andABCP
ABCPliquidity
liquidityfacilities,
facilities,proposed
proposedchanges
changestotoTable
Table99will
willobligate
obligatebanks
banksto:
to:
 clarify
clarifywhich
whichregulatory
regulatorycapital
capitalapproach
approachapplies
appliestotowhich
whichtype
typeofofsecuritisation
securitisationexposures
exposures(Table
(Table9a)
9a)
 require
requirequalitative
qualitativeinformation
informationon
onbank’s
bank’sIAA
IAAprocess
processsuch
suchas
asstructure,
structure,purposes
purposesand
andcontrol
controlmechanisms
mechanisms
ininline
with
general
disclosure
requirements
for
IRB
system
(Table
9e)
line with general disclosure requirements for IRB system (Table 9e)
 require
requirebreakdown
breakdownofofsome
somequantitative
quantitativeinformation
informationfor
forbanking
bankingbook
bookfor
foreach
eachregulatory
regulatorycapital
capitalapproach,
approach,
such
as
IAA
and
SFA
(Table
9k)
such as IAA and SFA (Table 9k)
 require
requirebreakdown
breakdownofofsome
somequantitative
quantitativeinformation
informationfor
fortrading
tradingbook
bookfor
foreach
eachregulatory
regulatorycapital
capitalapproach
approach
under
Securitisation
framework
as
well
as
for
market
risk
approach
(Table
9t)
under Securitisation framework as well as for market risk approach (Table 9t)

Proposed
Proposeddisclosures
disclosuresregarding
regardingvaluation
valuationwith
withregard
regardto
tosecuritisation
securitisationexposures
exposures
 Regarding
Regardingvaluation
valuationrelating
relatingtotosecuritisation
securitisationexposures,
exposures,proposed
proposedchanges
changestotoTable
Table99will
willintroduce
introduce
qualitative
disclosure
requirements
regarding
how
banks
value
securitisation
positions
by
adding
qualitative disclosure requirements regarding how banks value securitisation positions by addingkey
key
assumptions
for
valuing
positions
(Table
9c)
assumptions for valuing positions (Table 9c)

Other
Otherproposed
proposeddisclosures
disclosures
 Regarding
Regardingother
otherrisks
risksrelating
relatingtotosecuritisation
securitisationexposures,
exposures,proposed
proposedchanges
changestotoTable
Table99will
willadd
add
qualitative
requirement
to
explain
significant
changes
to
any
of
the
quantitative
information
since
qualitative requirement to explain significant changes to any of the quantitative information sincelast
last
reporting
period
(Table
9f)
reporting period (Table 9f)
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CRD – Disclosure (Securitisation)
Proposed
Proposedgeneral
generalrule
rule
 Each
Eachbank
bankmust
mustdisclose
discloseinformation
informationnecessary
necessaryfor
foreducated
educatedreader
readertotounderstand
understandbank’s
bank’srisk
riskprofile
profile

Proposed
Proposedspecific
specificdisclosures
disclosuresregarding
regardingsecuritisation
securitisationpositions
positions



Objectives:
Objectives:description
descriptionofofcredit
creditinstitution's
institution'sobjectives
objectivesininrelation
relationtotosecuritisation
securitisationactivity
activity
Risks:
Risks: nature
natureofofother
otherrisks
risksincluding
includingliquidity
liquidityrisk
riskinherent
inherentininsecuritised
securitisedassets
assetsand
andtype
typeofofrisks
risksininterms
terms
ofofseniority
of
underlying
securitisation
positions
and
in
terms
of
assets
underlying
these
latter
seniority of underlying securitisation positions and in terms of assets underlying these latter
securitisation
securitisationpositions
positionsassumed
assumedand
andretained
retainedwith
withre-securitisation
re-securitisationactivity
activity

 Roles:
Roles:different
differentroles
rolesplayed
playedby
bycredit
creditinstitution
institutionininsecuritisation
securitisationprocess
processand
andindication
indicationofofextent
extentofofcredit
credit
institution's
involvement
in
each
of
them
institution's involvement in each of them
 Monitoring:
Monitoring: description
descriptionofofprocesses
processestotomonitor
monitorchanges
changesinincredit
creditand
andmarket
marketrisk
riskofofsecuritisation
securitisation
exposures
including
how
behaviour
of
underlying
assets
impacts
securitisation
exposures
exposures including how behaviour of underlying assets impacts securitisation exposuresand
anddescription
description
ofofhow
processes
differ
for
re-securitisation
exposures
how processes differ for re-securitisation exposures
 description
descriptionofofcredit
creditinstitution's
institution'spolicy
policygoverning
governinghedging
hedgingand
andunfunded
unfundedprotection
protectiontotomitigate
mitigaterisks
risksofof
retained
retainedsecuritisation
securitisationand
andre-securitisation
re-securitisationexposures,
exposures,including
includingidentification
identificationofofmaterial
materialhedge
hedge
counterparties
by
relevant
type
of
risk
exposure
counterparties by relevant type of risk exposure
 approaches
approachestotocalculating
calculatingrisk
riskweighted
weightedexposure
exposureamounts
amountsthat
thatcredit
creditinstitution
institutionfollows
followsfor
forsecuritisation
securitisation
activities,
including
types
of
securitisation
exposures
to
which
each
approach
applies
activities, including types of securitisation exposures to which each approach applies
 names
namesofofrating
ratingagencies
agenciesused
usedfor
forsecuritisations
securitisationsand
andtypes
typesofofexposure
exposurefor
forwhich
whicheach
eachagency
agencyisisused
used
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CRD – Disclosure (Securitisation)
Proposed
Proposedspecific
specificdisclosures
disclosuresregarding
regardingsecuritisation
securitisationpositions
positions(cont’d)
(cont’d)
 types
typesofofspecial
specialpurpose
purposeentities
entitiesthat
thatcredit
creditinstitution,
institution,as
assponsor,
sponsor,uses
usestotosecuritise
securitisethird-party
third-party
exposures,
including
whether
and
in
what
form
and
to
what
extent
credit
institution
has
exposures, including whether and in what form and to what extent credit institution hasexposure
exposuretotoSPEs
SPEs
(both
onor
off-balance
sheet)
(both on- or off-balance sheet)
 summary
summaryofofcredit
creditinstitution's
institution'saccounting
accountingpolicies
policiesfor
forsecuritisation
securitisationactivities,
activities,including:
including:
 whether
whethertransactions
transactionsare
aretreated
treatedas
assales
salesororfinancings
financings
 recognition
of
gains
on
sales
recognition of gains on sales
 methods
methodsand
andkey
keyassumptions
assumptionsand
andinputs
inputsfor
forvaluing
valuingsecuritisation
securitisationpositions
positionsretained
retainedinterests
interests
 treatment
treatmentofofsynthetic
syntheticsecuritisations
securitisationsififnot
notcovered
coveredby
byother
otheraccounting
accountingpolicies
policies
 how
howassets
assetsawaiting
awaitingsecuritisation
securitisationare
arevalued
valuedand
andwhether
whetherrecorded
recordedinincredit
creditinstitution’s
institution’snon-trading
non-tradingbook
book
ororthe
trading
book
the trading book
 policies
policiesfor
forrecognising
recognisingliabilities
liabilitieson
onbalance
balancesheet
sheetfor
forarrangements
arrangementsthat
thatcould
couldrequire
requirecredit
creditinstitution
institutiontoto
provide
providefinancial
financialsupport
supportfor
forsecuritised
securitisedassets
assets

 description
descriptionofofIAA,
IAA,including
includingstructure
structureofofinternal
internalassessment
assessmentprocess
processand
andrelation
relationbetween
betweeninternal
internal
assessment
and
external
ratings,
use
of
internal
assessment
other
than
for
IAA
capital
purposes,
assessment and external ratings, use of internal assessment other than for IAA capital purposes,control
control
mechanisms
for
the
internal
assessment
process
including
discussion
of
independence,
accountability,
mechanisms for the internal assessment process including discussion of independence, accountability,
and
andinternal
internalassessment
assessmentprocess
processreview,
review,and
andexposure
exposuretypes
typestotowhich
whichIAA
IAAisisapplied
appliedand
andthe
thestress
stress
factors
used
for
determining
credit
enhancement
levels
by
exposure
type
factors used for determining credit enhancement levels by exposure type
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CRD – Disclosure (Securitisation)
Proposed
Proposedspecific
specificdisclosures
disclosuresregarding
regardingsecuritisation
securitisationpositions
positions(cont’d)
(cont’d)
 Sample
Sampleadditional
additionalquantitative
quantitativeinformation:
information:
Non-Trading Book

Trading Book

Total outstanding exposures securitised by credit
institution, broken down by exposure type,
separately for traditional and synthetic
securitisations and securitisations for which credit
institution acts only as sponsor

Total outstanding exposures securitised by credit
institution, broken down by exposure type,
separately for traditional and synthetic
securitisations and securitisations for which credit
institution acts only as sponsor

For securitised exposures, amount of impaired /
past due assets securitised broken down by
exposure type and losses recognised during
current period broken down by exposure type

Total outstanding exposures securitised subject to
capital requirement for market risk, broken down
into traditional/synthetic and by exposure type

Aggregate amount of on-balance sheet
securitisation exposures retained or purchased,
and off-balance sheet securitisation exposures,
each broken down by exposure type

Aggregate amount of on-balance sheet
securitisation exposures retained or purchased,
and off-balance sheet securitisation exposures,
each broken down by exposure type
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CRD – Disclosure (Securitisation)
Proposed
Proposedspecific
specificdisclosures
disclosuresregarding
regardingsecuritisation
securitisationpositions
positions(cont’d)
(cont’d)
 Sample
Sampleadditional
additionalquantitative
quantitativeinformation
information(cont’d):
(cont’d):
Non-Trading Book

Trading Book

Aggregate amount of assets awaiting
securitisation broken down by exposure type

Aggregate amount of assets awaiting
securitisation broken down by exposure type

For securitisations subject to early amortisation
treatment, by exposure type:

For securitisations subject to early amortisation
treatment, by exposure type:

 aggregate drawn exposures attributed to seller’s  aggregate drawn exposures attributed to
and investors’ interests;
seller’s and investors’ interests;
 aggregate capital requirements incurred by
credit institution against retained (i.e. the
seller’s) shares of drawn balances and undrawn
lines; and

 aggregate capital requirements incurred by
credit institution against retained (i.e. the
seller’s) shares of drawn balances and undrawn
lines; and

 aggregate capital requirements incurred by
credit institution against investor’s shares of
drawn balances and undrawn lines.

 aggregate capital requirements incurred by
credit institution against investor’s shares of
drawn balances and undrawn lines.
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CRD – Disclosure (Securitisation)
Proposed
Proposedspecific
specificdisclosures
disclosuresregarding
regardingsecuritisation
securitisationpositions
positions(cont’d)
(cont’d)
 Sample
Sampleadditional
additionalquantitative
quantitativeinformation
information(cont’d):
(cont’d):
Non-Trading Book

Trading Book

Exposures deducted from Tier 1 capital, credit
enhancing I/Os deducted from total capital, and
other exposures deducted from total capital,
separately by exposure type of underlying asset

Exposures deducted from Tier 1 capital, credit
enhancing I/Os deducted from total capital, and
other exposures deducted from total capital,
separately by exposure type

Aggregate amount of re-securitisation exposures
retained or purchased broken down according to
exposure before and after hedging/insurance, and
exposure to financial guarantors broken down
according to guarantor credit worthiness
categories or guarantor name

Aggregate amount of re-securitisation exposures
retained or purchased broken down according to
exposure before and after hedging/insurance, and
exposure to financial guarantors broken down
according to guarantor credit worthiness
categories or guarantor name

Summary of current year’s securitisation activity,
including amount of exposures securitised (by
exposure type), and recognised gain or loss on
sale by asset type

Summary of current year’s securitisation activity,
including amount of exposures securitised (by
exposure type), and recognised gain or loss on
sale by asset type
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Annex A
Hybrid Capital Instruments under CRD

CRD – Hybrid Capital Instruments
Instruments referred to in new Article 63a to be permitted as hybrid capital
New Article 63a:
 permits qualifying hybrid instruments to be dated – minimum 30 year maturity
 no redemption prior to five years following date of issue
 Undated instruments: “moderate incentives” for redemption only permitted after 10 years following date of
issue
 Dated instruments: no incentives for redemption other than maturity date

 redemption only with the consent of the competent authorities, which may be grated provided the
solvency or financial condition of the credit institution is not affected
 competent authorities shall require suspension of redemption if would cause non-compliance with
capital requirements or for other financial or solvency reasons
 competent authorities may grant permission for an early redemption of dated or undated instruments if
change in national tax treatment or regulatory classification of such instruments not foreseen on date of
issue
 instrument shall allow credit institution to cancel payment of interest and dividends for unlimited period
on a non-cumulative basis; cancellation shall be required if the credit institution does not comply with
capital requirements
 instrument must provided that principal and unpaid interest and dividends absorb losses and do not
hinder recapitalisation of credit institution
 in event of bankruptcy or liquidation of credit institution, instrument must rank after items referred to in
Article 63(2)
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CRD – Hybrid Capital Instruments (cont’d)
Article 66 revised to change percentage limits on certain instruments
 Rule 1
 Total of credit institution’s non-core capital (i.e., revaluation reserves; value adjustments; other
Article 63 items; commitments of cooperative society members; fixed-term preference shares)
must not exceed
 amount of core capital (i.e., paid up capital and share premium, excluding cumulative preference
shares; certain reserves and profits and losses; general risk funds; Article 63a items) minus
 capital deductions (i.e., own shares; intangible assets; current year material losses; holdings in other
credit institutions amounting to more than 10% of their capital; subordinated claims and instruments
of credit institutions in which it has 10%+ holdings; certain other holdings in and subordinated claims
and instruments of other credit institutions; participations in (and certain other instruments of)
insurance companies, reinsurance companies and insurance holding companies; for IRB banks,
negative amounts and expected loss amounts; exposure amount of securitisations with 1250% risk
weight)

 Rule 2
 Total of credit institution’s commitments of cooperative society members and fixed-term preference
shares must not exceed
 50% of the amount of core capital (as above) minus
 capital deductions (as above)
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CRD – Hybrid Capital Instruments (cont’d)
Percentage limits (cont’d)
 Rule 3
 Total of a credit institution’s Article 63a items that are convertible into shares during “emergency
situations” at a pre-determined rate must not exceed
 50% of the amount of its core capital (as above) minus
 capital deductions (as above)

 Rule 4
 Total of all other Article 63a items of credit institution must not exceed
 35% of the amount of core capital (as above) minus
 capital deductions (as above)

 Rule 5
 Total of credit institution’s dated instruments and all instruments with incentive to redeem must not
exceed
 15% of the amount of core capital (as above) minus
 capital deductions (as above)

 Emergency situations: Competent authorities may permit credit institutions to exceed Article 66 limits
during “emergency situations” (changed from “exceptional circumstances”)
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Annex B
Large Exposures under CRD

CRD – Large Exposures
Approved changes
 Adds “interconnected” “funding or repayment difficulties” to definition of “group of connected clients”
 Excludes from “exposures”
 Exposures in connection with foreign exchange in ordinary course of settlement during two working days
following payment
 Exposures in connection with purchase or sale of securities in ordinary course of settlement during five
working days following earlier of payment or delivery of securities
 Exposures in connection with money transmission activities not lasting longer than following business day
 Intra-day exposures in connection with execution of payment services, clearing and settlement,
corresponding banking

 Requires banks to “look through” to underlying assets (where aware of them) to determine existence of
“group of connected clients” in case of underlying
 securitisation exposures
 exposures to collective investment undertakings (CIUs)
 “other items”

 Requires IRB banks to notify competent authorities of 20 largest exposures on consolidated basis,
excluding exposures exempted from 25% limit, irrespective of whether “large exposures
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CRD – Large Exposures
Approved changes (cont’d)
 Requires all banks to report “large exposures” (i.e., exposure equal to or exceeding 10% of own funds)
to competent authorities, including exposures exempted from 25% limit
 Identify each client or group of clients to which bank has large exposure
 Identify exposure values prior to taking credit risk mitigation (CRM) into account
 Identify CRM methods, where used
 Identify exposure values after taking CRM into account

 Permits Member States to require credit institutions to analyse exposures to collateral issuers and
providers of unfunded credit protection for possible concentrations
 Retains prohibition that exposures may not exceed 25% of own funds (but clarifies that such
determination is after taking CRM into account)
 where client is regulated financial institution, exposure after CRM may not exceed 25% of own funds or
EUR 150 million, whichever is higher
 however, if EUR 150 million is higher than 25% of own funds, value of exposure after taking CRM into
account must not exceed “reasonable” limit in terms of credit institution’s own funds and may in no event
exceed 100% of own funds
 Member States may reduce EUR 150 limit
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CRD – Large Exposures (cont’d)
Approved changes (cont’d)
 Exposures excluded from 25% limit (exclusions mandatory; Member State discretion eliminated):
 Asset items constituting claims on, or claims carrying the explicit guarantee of, or attributable to, central
governments, central banks, international organisations, multilateral development banks or regional or
local authorities which, unsecured, have 0% risk weighting
 Asset items constituting claims on, or claims guaranteed by, Member State regional governments and
local authorities with 0% risk weight under standardised rules
 Exposures to parent undertakings and affiliates complying with Article 80(7)
 Exposures to members of same institutional protection scheme complying with Article 80(8)
 Asset items or other exposures secured by cash deposited with, or by certificates of deposit issued by
and deposited with, the lending credit institution or with a credit institution that is the parent undertaking
or a subsidiary of the lending credit institution
 Exposures arising from undrawn credit facilities classified as low risk off-balance sheet items in Annex II,
if agreement that drawing will not exceed large exposure limit

 Exposures no longer automatically excluded from 25% limit (Member States must do so individually)
 Covered bonds falling within terms of Annex VI, Part 1, paragraphs 68 to 70
 Claims on regional and local authorities with 20% risk weight under standardised rules
 Claims on parent and subsidiary undertakings if group regulated on consolidated basis
 Claims on regional or central credit institutions in network providing cash-clearing operations within
network
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CRD – Large Exposures (cont’d)
Approved changes (cont’d)
 Exposures no longer automatically excluded from 25% limit (cont’d):
 Claims on credit institutions provided under some form of government oversight
 Exposures to other institutions not constituting other institutions’ own funds due not later than following
business day and not denominated in major trading currency
 Claims on central banks in form of required minimum reserves held at, and in currency of, central banks
 Claims on governments in form of statutory liquidity requirements held in government securities
 50% of medium/low risk off-balance sheet documentary credits and undrawn credit facilities referred to in
Annex II; 80% of guarantees (other than loan guarantees) that have legal basis given as part of mutual
guarantee schemes
 Certain guarantees issued in anticipation of mortgage registrations

 Eliminates 20% limit on exposures to parent and subsidiary undertakings of credit institution
 Eliminates aggregate 800% limit on all large exposures
 Exposure value
 Eliminates recognition of receivables, leased assets and other physical assets from CRM recognition
other than for exposures to sovereigns and financial institutions
 clarifies CRM rules for determining net exposures (without intending any substantive changes)
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Disclaimer
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suitable for your particular circumstances and, if necessary, seek professional advice. The price and value of the investments referred to in this material and the income from
them may go down as well as up, and investors may realize losses on any investments. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Future returns are not
guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. We do not provide tax or legal advice to our clients, and all investors are advised to consult with their tax or legal advisers
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securities - give rise to substantial risk and may not be available to or suitable for all investors. If you have any questions about whether you are eligible to enter into these
transactions with Goldman Sachs, please contact your sales representative.
This material is not for distribution to retail clients, as that term is defined under the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (2004/39/EC) in the United Kingdom; and any
investments, including derivatives, mentioned in this material will not be made available by us to any such retail client. Foreign-currency-denominated securities are subject to
fluctuations in exchange rates that could have an adverse effect on the value or price of, or income derived from, the investment. In addition, investors in securities such as
ADRs, the values of which are influenced by foreign currencies, effectively assume currency risk. The material is based on information that we consider reliable, but we do not
represent that it is accurate, complete and/or up to date, and it should not be relied on as such. Opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing on this
material only and only represent the views of the author and not those of Goldman Sachs, unless otherwise expressly noted.
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investing businesses may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the views expressed herein. In addition, the professionals who prepared this material may also
produce material for, and from time to time, may advise or otherwise be part of our trading desks that trade as principal in the securities mentioned in this material. This material
is therefore not independent from our proprietary interests, which may conflict with your interests. We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, including persons
involved in the preparation or issuance of this material, may from time to time have "long" or "short" positions in, act as principal in, and buy or sell the securities or derivatives
(including options) thereof in, and act as market maker or specialist in, and serve as a director of, companies mentioned in this material. In addition, we may have served as
manager or co manager of a public offering of securities by any such company within the past three years.
© Copyright 2009, The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. All rights reserved.
NOTICE TO RECIPIENTS: The information contained in and accompanying this communication may be confidential, subject to legal privilege, or otherwise protected from
disclosure, and is intended solely for the use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient of this communication, please delete and destroy all copies in your
possession, notify the sender that you have received this communication in error, and note that any review or dissemination of, or the taking of any action in reliance on, this
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